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HEARING ON DOMESTIC ABSTINENCE-ONLY

PROGRAMS: ASSESSING THE EVIDENCE

Wednesday, April 23, 2OOB

House of Representatives,

Committee on Oversight and

Government Reform,

Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to cal1, ât 10:00 a.m. in

room 21-54, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry A.

I¡traxman [chairman of the committee] presiding.

Present: Representatives Waxman, Cummings, Kucinich,

latratson, Yarmuth, Norton, McCollum, Hodes, Sarbanes, V'Ielch,

Davis of Virginia, Burton, Shays, Souder, Duncan, Issa, Foxx,

SaIi , and 'Jordan.

Staff Present: Phil Barnett, Staff Director and Chief

Counsel; Kristin Amerling, General Counsel; Karen Nelson,

Health Po1icy Director; Karen Lightfoot, Communications

Director and Senior Policy Advisor; Naomi Seiler, Counsel;
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Earley Green, Chief Clerk; Teresa Coufal, Deputy Clerk;

.Tesseca Boyer, Investigator; Caren Auchman, Press Assistant;

EIla Hoffman, Press Assistant; Zhongrui \ rJ'R\ \ Deng, Chief

Information Officer; Leneal Scott, Information Systems

Manager; Kerry Gutknecht, Staff Assistant; William Ragland,

Staff Assistant; Miriam Edelman, Staff Assistant; Larry

Halloran, Minority Staff Director; .ïennifer Safavian,

Minority Chief Counsel for Oversight and Investigations;

Keith Ausbrook, Minority General Counsel; Ashley CaIlen,

Minority Counsel; JiIl Schmaltz, Minority Professional Staff

Member; Brian McNicol1, Minority Communications Director;

Benjamin Chance, Minority Professional Staff Member; and Ali

Ahmad, Minority Deputy Press Secretary.
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Chairman WAXIIAN. The meetinq of the Committee will come

to order.

I¡,Ie are all here today because we are concerned about the

well-being of America's youth. We may not see eye-to-eye

about policy, but we share the common goal of improving

adolescence health.

The statistics are shocking. A few weeks ago the

Centers for Disease Control released data showing that one in

four teenage girls in the United States has a sexually

transmitted infection. Of all American girls, 30 percent

become pregnant before the age of 20. For African American

and Latino girls, the rate is 50 percent. And thousands of

teenagers and young adults in the United States become

infected with HIV each year.

If we are serious about responding to these challenges,

we must base our policy on the best available science and

evidence, not ideology.

Vüe are here today to discuss evidence on the

effectiveness of abstinence-on1y programs. There is a broad

consensus that the benefits of abstinence should be taught,

but as part of any sex education effort. But abstinence-onIy

programs teach only abstinence. In Federally funded

abstinence-on1y programs, teenagers cannot receive

information on other methods of disease prevention and

contraception other than failure rates.
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To date these programs have gotten over $1.3 billion of

Federal taxpayer money, along with hundreds of millions of

dollars in State funds, to conduct programs in schools and

communities throughout the Country. Meanwhile, w€ have no

dedicated source of Federal funding specífica11y for

comprehensive classroom sex education.

The purpose of this hearing is to examine whether the

evidence on abstinence-only programs justifies this

expenditure of $1.3 billion in taxpayer funds.

I respect the commitment and intentions of people who

run abstinence-on1y programs. They are doing it because they

care about young people and want to counter the sexua-

messages that are all too pervasive. Young people who work

in these programs demonstrate to their peers that not all

teens are having sex, which is an important message. But we

will hear today from multiple experts that, after more than a

decade of huge Government spending, the weight of the

evidence doesn't demonstrate abstinence-only programs to be

effective. In fact, the Government's own study showed no

effect for abstinence-on1y programs.

In 2007, the Bush Administration released the result of

a longitudinal, randolnized, controlled study of four

Federally funded programs. The investigators found that,

compared to the control group, the abstinence-on1y programs

had no impact on whether or not participants abstained from
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sex, they had no impact on the age when teens started having

sex, they had no impact on the number of parcners, and they

had no impact on rates of pregnancy or sexually transmítted

diseases.

There ís a l-ot of talk about the failure rates of

condoms. Tt is time we face the facts about the failure rate

of abstinence-only programs.

There are also serious concerns about the content of

some of these programs. A report I released in 2004 found

false or misleading medical information in the majority of

the abstinence-only curricula most frequently used by Federal

grantees.

While some of these errors have been corrected, recent

reviews have continued to find mísinformation. Some programs

are sti11 teaching stereotlpes about gender, like the ídea

that men judge themselves based on their accomplishments and

$romen judge themselves based on their relationships, and the

exclusive focus on abstinence. untí1 marriage ignores the

needs and sometimes even the existence of gay and lesbian

youth.

Meanwhile, more and more research shows that many

well-designed, comprehensive programs that teach about

abstinence and contraception are effective. Comprehensive,

age-appropriate programs have yielded results including

increasing contraceptive use, d.elaying sex, and reducing the
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nurnlcer of sexual partners. In other words, the evidence

demonstrates that, not only do good, comprehensive programs

not encourage teen sexual activity, they actually decrease

ir.
This shouldn't be too surprising, because in effective,

comprehensive programs young people are taught that

abstinence is the safest choice, the healthiest choice, the

choice that they should never feel pressured to abandon.

Americans want taxpayers' dollars to be watched for

carefully by the Congress. They want us to fund programs

that produce results; yet, w€ are showering funds on

abstinence-on1y programs that don't appear to work, while

ignoring proven, comprehensíve sex education programs that

can delay sex, protect teens from disease, and result in

fewer teen pregnancies.

This tríumph of ideology over science is bad economics

and even worse health policy.

Today we are going to hear from experts at the American

Public Health Association and the American Academy of

Pediatrics. They will tell us that, based on their
professional assessments, the weight of the evidence does not

support the continuation of current abstinence-only policy.

Instead, both organtizations support comprehensive education

that includes both abstinence and information on

contraception.
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The Society for Adolescence Medicine has submitted a

statement that says, "Efforts to promote abstinence should

be provided within health education programs that provide

adolescents with complete and accurate information about

sexual health. "
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists

have a similar view. They submitted a statement that states,

"Careful and objective scholarly research during the last

two decades has shown that sexuality education does not

increase rates of sexual activity among teenagers; rather,

sexuality education increases knowledge about sexual behavior

and its consequences and increases prevention behaviors among

those who are sexually active. "
The American Psychological Association submitted a

statement recommending that, "Public funding for the

implementation of comprehensive sexuality education programs

be given priority over public funding for the implementation

of abstinence-only and abstinence-until-marriage programs

until such programs are proven to be effective. "
And the American Medical Association has an official

policy stating that it ' 'supports Federal funding of

comprehensive sex education programs that stress the

importance of abstinence in preventing unwanted teenage

pregnancy and sexually transmitted infections and also teach

about contraceptive choices and safer sex. "
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All of these professional societies have reached the

conclusion that abstinence-only programs are not supported by

the weight of the evidence and that the Government should

support more comprehensive programs for youth.

States are also reaching that concl-usion. Today 1-7

States, including California and Virginia, decline to accept

these abstinence-onIy funds. Many of these States cite the

lack of evidence supporting abstinence-on1y programs and the

restrictive program guidelines as a basis for their

decisions.

Vüe will hear testimony from witnesses who believe that

abstinence-onIy education does have positive effects. I

respect the depth of their commítment, but ultimately we need

to focus on the fuIl body of evídence on what works to

achieve our shared goals of keeping teenagers safe and

reducing teen pregnancies.

We have already spent over $1.3 billion on

abstinence-only programs. The question we must ask today is

whether we can justify pouring millions more into these

programs when the weight of the evidence points elsewhere.

I look forward to our witnesses' testimony today.

[Prepared statement of Chairman Waxman follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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Chairman V'IAXMAN. I want to recogníze our Ranking Member,

Mr. Davis, for his opening statement.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank yoü, Mr. Chairman.

I know I have to go to the Floor to manage our side of

some of the Committee's bill-s, so I will not be here for the

ful1 hearing, but I want to thank you for convening this

hearing to review the performance of Federall-y funded

education programs on sexual abstinence.

Not surprisingly, v/e can expect strong feelings and

views to be expressed on all sides today, because we are

talking an issue of fundamental importance to public health

and to the healthy development and well-being of our

children. But disagreements need not turn disagreeable. To

be constructive, mutual respect and understand of divergent

perspectives should drive our discussion.

We proceed from the premise that everyone here today

speaks and acts only out of a sincere and well-informed

interest in a healthy future for young people throughout our

Nation. Despite differences over how to best reach it, the

goal of delaying sexual activity among teenagers is

widely--almost universally--shared. The benefits of

abstinence are as absolute and obvious as they are difficult

to convey through the inconsistent surge of teenage hormones,

cultural stereotypes, and peer pressure.

In the public health realm, scientifíc certainties are
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rare, but we know without question not having sex absolutely

protects young people from the physical and emotional perils

that can and do befall those who engage in high-risk and

age-inappropriate behaviors. High school is a difficult

enough time without the added pressures of complex sexual

relationships that too often result in pregnancyt sexually

transmitted diseases, and emotional trauma.

Young people should be spending that time of their lives

focusing on school, extra-curricular activities, friends, and

, their futures, not succumbing to the risks of early age sex.

And those risks are substantial. A third of American young

people will become pregnant before the age of 20. A third of

those between the ages of 1-5 and 1-7 reportedly already feel

pressure to have sex. One in four teenage girls is infected

with STDs. And, tragically, STDs are found at almost twice

that rate in African American young women. And half of all

new HIV infections occur in people under the age of 25.

As dire as these numbers may seem, progress has been

made since the early 1990s. Between 1990 and 2004, the teen

pregnancy rate fell 38 percent. The percentage of high

school students who have had sexual intercourse also declined

over the same decade. Today it is estimated less than half

of American high school students have ever had sex.

Despite these important gains, the United States

compares unfavorably in these measures with other developed
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nations. Particularly among racial minorities, troubling

disparities persist.

So we appropriately ask today how well Federal programs

support abstinence education. It is a fair question, but it

is not the only question that bears on how to protect public

health and the welfare of precious young 1ives.

In this discussion hre should abstain from an urge to

take an all-or-nothing approach or make false choices between

abstinence-only programs and more clinical--some might say

permissive--sex education. Particularly today, against

cultural trends that glamorize the immediate gratification of

physical and material wants while minimizing personal

responsibility, we need to use every means available to reach

young people to help them make responsible decisions.

Focusing only on the performance of abstinence-onIy

programs also risks leaving the impression the Federal

Government funds only those courses, or that just those

efforts need oversight. Tn fact, the Federal Government

funds the fu11 spectrum of sex education, âs it must under

our Constitutional system. Decisions about the nature and

content of sex education in schools are made at the State and

local district levels, with strong input from parents.

Different communities have different mores and traditions.

What works in Utah may not be what is needed or wanted in

rural Mississippi or inner city Los Angeles.
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The Federal Government's role is to empower States and

localities to make those choices, not supplant the judgment

of parents, teachers, and school boards. So we permit

States, school districts, and community organízations to seek

Federal funds for the tlpes of sex education they judge best

to meet the needs of their students. We should not deny them

the option of abstinence education programs because some

perform better than others. Each life saved is of

immeasurable value.

Data on the impact of abstinence education programs may

be difficult to capture or slow to be recognized, but

problems with how abstinence is taught cannot be allowed to

undermine its indispensability as a core element of what is

taught. It is inaccurate and unfair to claim all abstinence

education programs are the same or that all such programs

faiI, therefore none should be funded.

To bring a more nuanced view to the evaluation, we asked

that Dr. Stan V'Ieed be invited to testify. His work in this

field should shed a needed light on the elements of an

effective abstinence education program. I thank Chairman

Vüaxman to agreeing to our request for this witness.

Identifying what works and what doesn't can help focus

Federal funding on the best practices and the most efficient

programs.

We welcome all of our witnesses this morning and look
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forward to a constructive conversation on how to fund the

very best abstinence education programs.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Davis of Virginia follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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Chairman IVAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr.. Davis.

First of all, by unanimous consent, without objection,

all Members will be permitted to enter opening statements in

the record.

We are pleased to have two of our colleagues with us

today to present their position on this j-ssue. Vüe have

Congresswoman Lois Capps, representing the 23rd District of

California, where she serves on the Energy and Commerce

Committee. She is the founder and co-chair of the House

Nursing Caucus and is the Democratic Chair of the

Congressional Caucus for Women's Issues.

I¡tre are pleased to have you with us.

Senator Sam Brownback is the senior Senator for Kansas.

He serves on the Appropriations, ,JudiciãTy, and ,Joint

Economic Committees and is the Ranking Member on the ,-Toint

Economic Committee.

We are pleased to have you here, âs weIl.

I guess before we do that, I should inform you and all

the witnesses that it is the practice of this Commi-ttee that

everyone who testifies before us testifies under oath, so

even though you are Members of Congress I think we ought to

apply the same rules to you, as well.

lWitnesses sworn. ]

Chairman WA)C}4ÄN. The record will indicate that the

witnesses answered in the affirmative.
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Ms. Capps, why

statements will be

ask, if you wouId,

five minutes.

PAGE

don't we start with you. Your prepared

in the record in fuIl. We would like to

to keep your oral presentation to around
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STATEMENTS OF THE HONORABLE LOIS CAPPS, A UNITED

REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA; AND

HONORABLE SAM BROWNBACK, A UNITED STATES SENATOR

STATE OF I(ANSAS

PAGE L6

STATES

THE

FROM THE

to

my

STATEMENT OF LOIS CAPPS

Ms. CAPPS. Thank yoü, Chairman Waxman, for inviting me

participate today. It is an honor for me to appear with

esteemed colleague from the Senate.

I sit before you today both as a colleague in the House

and as a registered nurse. Long before I entered the haI1s

of Congress I worked as a school nurse and health educator

for the Santa Barbara Public School Districts. My

responsibilities then were to make decisions that best meet

the needs of my students and school district, much as they

are now to make decisions that best represent the needs of my

constituents and the American people.

As a public health nurse, it was natural for me to

reinforce that prevention is a most important component of

health education. Teaching young people about healthy

behaviors, íncluding the risks associated with unprotected

sex and teen pregnancy, are important messages that need to
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be conveyed, always in alliance with the parents involved.

f know from my first-hand experience what does and

doesn't work with youth. That is why I promoted

comprehensive health education for all students, including

age-appropriate information about reproduction and

decision-making associated with sex, always wíth the parents'

permission.

I(nowing about mitigating the risk of sexually

transmitted disease and ways to prevent pregnancy are

important life skills needed in today's wor1d. Withholding

this information from teens does a great and perhaps

dangerous disservice to them, and one that runs contrary to

my training and education as a public health nurse.

In my work as a school nurse I have been part of many

curriculum review panels regarding sex education at both the

school site and the local school district Ievel. These

panels are always centered around parents and include

teachers, administrators, board members, and often community

health professionals such as pediatricians.

As a school nurse I also had the privilege of directing

a program for pregnant and parenting teens, which allowed

them to stay in regular high school with their peers. Part

of this program tvas, of course, to provide care for their

children whí1e they \^lere studying and in class, but, more

importantly, this teen parenting program provided education
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on life skills with an emphasis on parenting, âs well as an

educatíon on how to prevent or delay further teen

pregnancies. After all, teen parents are all too 1ike1y to

have a second birth relatively soon. About one-fourth of

teenage mothers have a second child within 24 months of that

first early birth.

Mr. Chairman, according to a 2005 CDC study, 46.8

percent of all high school students reported having had

sexual intercourse. For high school seniors, this figure

reaches 63.1 percent. The bottom line is, as much as parents

and teachers and all of us alike stress abstinence among

teens, sexual activity is a reality for many young people.

So what can hre do to confront that reality?

Some say that abstinence-on1y education is the answer,

but claiming that the only proper information with teens,

even teens who are already parents, is abstinence only and

nothing else means withholding scientifically based medical-

information. This is completely unrealistic, in my view.

Of course, abstinence is at the core of any

comprehensive sexual education curriculum. Practicing 1-00

percent complete abstinence is 1-00 percent effective in

preventing pregnancy, and that is a primary message. For

many young people, this message reinforces positive

behaviors, but it is not realistic to expect such behavior

from all teens, so the best thing we can do to protect young
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people from the negative consequences of unsafe sex is to

give them the information they need. We know this works.

A national campaign to prevent teen pregnancy study

revealed that over 40 percent of the comprehensive educatíon

programs that were evaluated delayed the initiation of sex,

and more than 60 percent reduced unprotected sex.

Furthermore, no comprehensive program hastened the initiatíon

of sex, according to the study, or increased the frequency of

sex.

Conversely, just last year a Federally funded evaluation

of the TitIe V abstinence-on1y programs conducted by

Mathmatica Policy Research, Inc. found no evidence that these

programs--that is abstinence-only--increased rates of sexual

abstinence. Scientific study after scientífic study has

shown that these programs are ineffective and often contain

false information, something that bears out in my own

anecdotal survey of them.

I urge us not to add to the $1.3 billion in Federal

dollars that have been invested over the past decade in

programs that are ineffective and many of them d.ownright

faIse.

I am proud that my ov/n State of California has rejected

these dollars from day one. In fact, California is the only

State that has never applied for and never received Title V

abstinence-on1y-unti1-marriage funding. California would

t9
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have been eligíble for over $7 mí11ion in Title V

abstinence-onIy-until-marriage funding in fiscal year 2007,

but the State chose not to apply for these funds due to the

extraordinary restrictions upon how the money must be spent.

This was based on the State's previous experience in the

l-990s with a State-funded abstinence-onIy education program

that proved to be ineffective. Evaluation of the program

proved that youth who were given abstinence-only education

were not less 1ikely than youth in the control groups to

report a pregnancy or a sexually transmitted infection.

California isn't the only State to draw these

conclusions. The Kansas Department of Health and Environment

conducted a 2004 evaluation of abstinence-onIy-until-marriage

programs, and this evaluation found that there r^rere no

changes noted for participants' actual or intended by, such

as whether they planned to wait until marriage the have

sexual.

The evaluation also revealed negative changes in

attitudes. After participating in

abstinence-on1y-until-marriage programs, students surveyed

r^rere less likely to respond that the teachers and staff cared

about them, and significantly fewer students felt that they

had a right to refuse to have sex with someone. Researchers

therefore concluded that, rather than focusing on

abstinence-on1y-until-marriage, data suggests that including
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information on contraceptive use may be more effective at

decreasing teen pregnancy. This evaluation is,

unfortunately, all too tlpical of the result of the

abstinence-on1y education programs .

Mr. Chairman, âs of 2008, .Tanuary, l7 States have

rejected Title V abstinence-onIy funding based on so

understood public health concerns and because governors have

deemed the program to be inconsistent with their State's

values or public health mandates.

I commend these States for making smart decisions

regarding the health of their young people and listening to

parents who want more comprehensive education for their

children. Recent po11ing. reveals that a vast majority of

adults support a comprehensive approach to sexuality

education. According to a study conducted by the National

Campaign to Prevent Teen and Unplanned Pregnancy, 78 percent

of California residents support programs that teach about

abstinence as well as how to obtain and use contraceptives.

Furthermore, residents believe that the Federal

Government should pay for this instruction. That is why I am

proud to be a cosponsor of legislation such as the

Responsible Education About Life, oy REAL, Act, and the

Prevention First Act. It is in the best interest, I believe,

of public health of our entire society to ensure that all

students are receiving scientifically and medically accurate
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information that will enable them to make the healthiest

lifestyle decisions for them.

Furthermore, I believe that we must discontinue any

funding that is Federal for abstinence-onIy education

programs. I believe they have been a waste of taxpayer

dollars and have produced no positive results. As a Member

of Congress, again, as a registered nurse, this is a position

I encourage my colleagues to adopt as v/e have a

responsibility, I believe, to protect the public health. I¡le

should follow the recommendations of the Institutes of

Medicine: "Congress, âs well as other Federal, State, and

loca1 policy-makers, €liminate the requirements that public

funds be used for abstinence-on1y education and that States

and local school districts implement and continue to support

age-appropriate, comprehensive sex education and condom

availability. ' '

Thank you, again, for the opportunity to testify today.

[Prepared statement of Ms. Capps follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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Chairman VüAX}IAN. Thank you very much, Ms. Capps.

Mr. Brownback?
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STATEMENT OF SAM BROVüNBACK

Senator BROWNBACK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you for allowing me to be here and to testify. I am

glad to join Ms. Capps. I have worked with her on a number

of different issues over the years, and it is always a

pleasure to join her. I think we have a bit of a different

opinion on this one. I look forward to the discussion on it.

I come here because I am in the U.S. Senate, but I have

five children and I have got a fair amount of practical

experience dealing with this. Our oldest is 2L, youngest two

are 10. I think I identify with most parents. I want the

best for my kids and there is hardly anything I wouldn't do

for them to see that they do have the best.

I am like most parents in this Country: I want them to

abstain from sexual activity until they are married. That

doesn't happen to be just ín the Brownback household. There

is a Zogby po11 in my testímony. Eight in ten parents want

that for their children.

I think also I am like most parents in that I feel often

that the current culture pushes against what we try to teach

in the Brownback family, that you have respect for other

people, that everybody is a dignified human, that we think

this is something that should be retained for marriage, and

24
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that that is the best p1ace.

It is something that we would hope our Government would

back us up on. That, I think, is at the crux of what the

debate is here, and it is about desire of parents and best

for their kids, high expectations, not Iow expectations, high

expectations for our children and a desire to culI them

towards that

We have a crisis in the Country today. It is

striking--I thought stunning--when I read this number, that

one in four teenager girls in the United States has a

sexually transmitted disease. One in four, according to CDC.

that is a truly shocking number.

C1early, where we have put the bulk of our money in sex

education, which is the comprehensive programs, have not

worked. V'Ie have a culture that pushes another way that

rarely shows consequences of early sexual activity but reaIly

just says 1et's just go ahead and do it.

The end of this debate has been an entered the push

against abstinence education, which I think probably surveyed

most Members here toward their own children they would say

flo, that is what I would hope my kids would do, and that is

what I encourage them to do. I would just say then why

wouldn't we have the Government do similarly.

I have followed a number of the studies that have been

coming out looking at this. I don't think all of them have
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been fo11owed, though. The Heritage Foundation just recently

released a report looking at 1-5 studies that have examined

abstinence based programs on1y. They didn't do the study on

the programs, they just pu11ed 1-5 programs out, and they

found l-1- of these programs on abstinence reported positive

findings, many of them quite extraordinary positive findings.

It seems to me that the route we should do, in listening

to parents and listening to our own hearts here, would be to

sây, okay, what of these abstinence programs are not working,

and let's not fund the areas that are not working rather than

throwing the whole idea out, which is supported by most

parenLs.

I am most familiar with one here in l¡'Iashington, D.C.,

that I have worked with over a number of years. I am the

Ranking Member on the Appropriations Committee for D.C., have

been the authorizing chairman for D.C. I have been very

concerned about what is happening here in the District. The

best one I am familiar with is Best Friends program in

Washington, D.C. They had a 2005 study evaluation of the

impact of the program. They found this about their program:

teenage girls in the six middle schools that participated in

the program \Àrere substantially less likely to engage in

sexual activity than similar teenager girls in the District

who did not participate in Best Friends.

And they found collateral support, âs wel1, oY
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collateral positive things. Best Friends girls r^/ere also

significantly less likeIy to use illegaI drugs, smoke or

drink, compared to theír peers. And the program worked.

You have got Dr. Stan Weed that has done a more thorough

investigation on the impact of the programs. I would hope

that hís testimony would be seriously considered.

I think there is a v/ay forward on this, Mr. Chairman,

and I think it is to examine the abstinence programs, because

not all of them are created equal. Clearly we have got a

huge problem. Clearly comprehensive sex education has not

worked with the level of STDs that we have in thís Country.

I would hope what we would do is look at what in these

programs and which ones and what design of it has worked, and

let's replicate and let's support and let's push that. And

let's be very supportive of it rather than this constant

public debate of attack that I thínk reads out to most of the

public, V'IelI, wê just don't like this approach. Then the

public goes, Wel1, I guess you are going to attack my

parental ideas again. They get very frustrated. I know I

can speak as one.

I would hope we could work together on this. I don't

think this needs to be a partisan divide on it. I think it

is one that we can work with parents and work with these

programs and help design them to work better. It would be my

hope, fty pledge to you and to others to work to make them
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hrork better and to use the models of the ones that do work.

Thank you for allowing me to be here, Mr. Chairman.

[Prepared statement of Senator Brownback follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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Chairman V'IAXI4AN. Thank you very much, Senator Brownback.

I want to start off by telling you I agree with you. We

ought to see what works. I don't think we ought to junk the

idea of trying to emphasize abstinence. I think we ought to

have that emphasis, because the culture does push our young

people to become much more sexually active, and it is

contrary to what many of us as parents and grandparents want

for our children.

But the Federal Government only funds abstinence

education programs. We don't fund comprehensive sex

education programs for teenagers. That is done at the State

and local level. I don't think we ought to fund

abstinence-only programs that \¡¡on't talk about other

alternatives, talk about a comprehensive approach,

encouraging abstinence but also at the same time explaining

some public health realities to young people.

Some States, as Ms. Capps pointed out, Representative

Capps said some States have looked at the Federal requirement

and it is like the Federal Government telling them they had

to do it only one \^ray, and the States didn't like that.

I think we ought to let the States, íf we are going to

put Federal dollars into it, make a decision. I would hope

that all of them would emphasize abstinence, and then I hope

all of them would inform people about basic health

information.
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Ms. Capps, is that the point that you rÀIere making?

Ms. CAPPS. I appreciate the chance to respond. I want

to also agree with the Senator. There is so much that we

have in common in what we desire for our young people. Vüe

want them to grow up to be healthy. I will confess my strong

bias, which is on behalf of health education, period. V{hen

you think about the diseases that are so costly to us

today--obesity, heart disease, and sexually transmitted

diseases and unwanted pregnancies--so much of it relates to

healthy behaviors, which can be taught starting at a very

young age.

I have always been in favor of comprehensive health

information so that young people know about their bodies,

know how their emotions work, and at age-appropriate times,

with the permission of parents, that this can be done,

including sexuality and reproductive matters.

Nornr, I am in favor of locaI decision-making about this.

That is how important I think it is. ft is alwavs the

prerogative of parents to have a say on ""r."iti.r" issues of

what their children learn and don't learn. That is why I

believe that abstinence-on1y education rea11y directs

something that should be decided at a more 1ocal 1evel.

I¡üe do have legislation that is in the process of being

addressed in the House that undergirds the importance of

prevention, and that is something I would champion.
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Chairman WA)014N. Senator Brownback, do you think we

ought to look at these programs in a cool wây, cold-hearted

way to see whether they are working or not, and if they are

not working say that we ought to adjust them? And, secondly,

do you think that we ought to bar at the Federal leve1 any

funds for these sex education efforts to talk about anything

other than abstinence? Do you think it ought to be possible

for the loca1 areas to decide to use the funds, âs welI, for

a more comprehensive approach that talks about ways to stop

the sexually transmitted diseases and unintended pregnancies

assuming young people decide to be sexually active.

Senator BROWNBACK. WelI, the anshler to your first

question, absolutely. But I think you have to also then look

at the whole gamut, and not just sây, okay, hle are going

after abstinence education, which, Mr. Chairman, that is what

this appears to be. And if you say okay, let's look at the

whole gamut because we have a crisis here, and STDs, one in

four girls, and I think in certain segmented communities it

is one in two, and the current approach has not worked.

I believe you have testimony later on five to one on

comprehensive. Nationwide, the dollars have been five to one

on comprehensive. So, I mean, if I were you as chairman and

you are saying let's look at this realistically, then

apparently the broad breadth of these dollars, it is not

working. I would submit to you that if you are just going to
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peg in on the abstinence piece of this, okay, that is fair

enough, but then I can show you programs in the abstj-nence

field where it is working. I can show you places where it is

not. The idea there would be to target more appropriately

how you get the abstinence programs to work. But then you

should also back up and say obviously the overall approach

has not worked. Vüe have got to look at all of it. We can't
just tag in on the abstinence piece of this because of

whatever agenda.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you.

Mr. Souder?

Mr. SOUDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

As you know, we have debated this subject before. Vfe

held a hearing when I was chairman of the Subcommittee and we

issued a report, Abstinence and its Critics. I would ask

that this would be inserted in the Committee report of this

hearing.

Chairman hIA)WAN. Without objection.

[The referenced information follows: ]

********** INSERT **********

32
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Mr. SOUDER. I also would like to make a brief statement

because of my involvement. I would like to use some of my

time for that at this point.

I share some of Senator Brownback's concerns that we are

not addressing the fact here that two-thirds of the money

that goes for ed.ucation on this íssue is not abstinence-only.

This hearing seems to be stacked against abstinence-on1y.

If your intent was truly to assess the evidence on abstinence

education, then why are we hearing from only one single

proponent of the important public health approach? Vühere are

the physicians who diagnose young gir1s, despite having used

condoms, who now have the cancer-causing virus HPV? Where is

the official who will talk about twice the amount of funding

being used on things other than abstinence education?

Extreme interests groups believing in sexual freedom and

sexual justice have denigrated the debate over abstinence

education by turning it into a vehicle to promote their own

ideological agenda of radical sexual autonomy. We ought not

to be persuaded by these groups who, although adopting the

language of science and reason, are really just evangelists

of a competing though tragically incorrect moral vision.

This debate is not between those who on one side are trying

to impose their values on others and those who on the other

are proclaiming a purely disinterested and amoral

rationality. Indeed, despite protests to the contrary, the
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other side, too, makes more arguments tethered to a

particular ideology.

Vühile this hearing has been convened to assess the

evidence, wê must also realize that this debate involves deep

disagreements between competing values. Abstinence education

is a medically accurate, â9e-appropriate method that promotes

character, healthy relationship building ski1Is, and self

worth to young people. It is far more than a just say no

approach to public health.

The name of this hearing, for example, wrongly suggests

that teens who receive abstinence-only education are only

taught to say no to sex. Mr. Chairman, this simply is not

true. Abstinence education is a holistic approach to

preventing the physical and emotional distress that

premarital sex can bring, especially to teenagers.

Abstinence education does, in fact, teach teens about

contraceptives. It does teach teens about HIV/AIDS. It does

teach teens about how to prevent pregnancy and disease. It

encourages teens who are already sexually active to get

tested for STDs, unlike the so-called comprehensive sex

education curriculum, which often tells teachers specifically

not to raise the failures of condoms or STDs.

Vühat abstinence education does not do, unlike

contraception-based programs, is suggest to teens that they

should "\nrear shades as a disguise" when buying condoms so
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adults don't recognize them, or encourage teens to

"fantasíze" about using a condom.

The Department of Heal-th and Human Services reports that

most popular so-called comprehensive programs spend less than

1-0 percent of their class time promoting important health

message of abstaining. The curriculum does, ho\alever,

instruct girls on how to help their partner maintain an

erection and other graphic behaviors too explicit to submit

to the record.

Tiüe can parade as many critics of abstinence education

before this Committee as \^/e want, and nothing will change the

fact that the only fu1ly reliable way for young people to

protect themselves from pregnancy or STDs is by abstaining

from sex until a committed, faithful relationship with a

partner who is also free of STDs. To withhold this evidence

from our young people and the members of this Committee is

not only wrong but inexcusable and unjust. I would like to

ask our two witnesses--and I find some of these questions,

quite frankly, shocking, but since it is used in schools down

to age nine--do you believe this is appropriate to ask kids

these questions which are: do you think a person is

abstinent if he or she does the behaviors below: cuddle with

someone with no clothes on, give oral sex, masturbate with a

partner, receive oral sex, touch a partner's genitals? Do

you believe those are appropriate for kids in school as an
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alternative to abstinence, ot whether it should be defined as

abstinence? Ms. Capps?

Ms. CAPPS. Do I think this is appropriate personally?

Not at all. I have been a part of many, many sex education

classes, and I have never had this or been a witness to any

discussion anything like this, particularly at the age that

you are talking about.

Mr. SOUDER. My time is on ye11ow. Let me ask Senator

Brownback.

Ms. CAPPS. Surel-y.

Mr. SOUDER. This is a 2005 plan, Making Sense of

abstinence Lessons for Comprehensive Sex Education for New

.ïersey.

Senator BROVüNBACK. No. I don't think that is

appropriate. And as a parent, if that were being taught to

my kids I would find it very offensive. I think it is why

most parents reaIly get upset about a lot of these things, is

that there are things being put forward that a 1ot of times

are just really trying to encourage our kids, Look, 1et's be

responsíbIe. We don't do these sort of things. It goes

against what the parents are trying to teach.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Souder.

Mr. Sarbanes, I want to recognize you if you have any

questions.

Mr. SARBAIüES. Not at this time.
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Chairman WAXMAN. Ms. McCollum?

Ms. MCCOLLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I am wondering, Senator Brownback, I think there is

great agreement. As parents we all tel-I our children that

they should delay sexual activity for many

reasons--emotional, health, our family values, and that. But

knowing what the statistics are from the CDC for the number

of young adults that do engage in sexual activity, do you

believe that we have a responsibility when Federal dollars

are being used, especially in abstinence-only programs, that

if they do refer to condoms--and there are examples in here

that the GAO cites in its report where inaccurate statements

rÀrere made that condoms are porous, therefore a condom doesn't

protect you against sexually transmitted disease--that we

should not al1ow Federal dollars to be used to transmit

misinformation, information that is not scientifically

accurate, that that is not a good use of our tax dollars?

V'Iould you at least agree with that, that we need to make sure

that anything that is said in these abstinence programs must

be scientifically accurate?

Senator BROWNBACK. I wouId. I would hope they would be

applied to all sex education programs, the comprehensive

ones, too. I would tie back in to your earliest piece of

your statement. V,Ihat about the emotional. There is an

emotional issue that is involved here. Having three children
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either in or recently gone through teenage time periods, this

is a big emotional time period. I would hope we would have

scientific evidence on all of it.

Ms. MCCOLLUM. Reclaiming my time, my challenge is, as an

appropriator, with the limited amount of dollars that are

available for public health, that every single penny that is

spent should be made sure that the information is

scientif ica11y accurate .

Ms. Capps, it is my understanding--and I am sure you

have read the GAO report--that is has only been recently that

there has been any scrutiny on these programs to make sure

that they are scientifically accurate. As a nurse, âs a

mother, how do you feel about that? As a taxpayer, how do

you feel about that?

Ms. CAPPS. That distresses me because I have had

personal experience in reviewing some of the abstinence-only

materials. I will agree with the Ranking Member that they do

discuss contraception, but I never sal^¡ one that said anything

positive about it. It r^Ias always the failure rate. In other

words, to infuse a sense of distrust among the students that

they should rely on anything like this.

I am concerned that we are spending Federal dollars on

misinformation

Ms. MCCOLLUM. Representative Capps, âs a person who has

worked in public health, you know that we might have juniors
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and seniors in high school who don't have parents such as

Senator Brownback, myself, you, and other members of the

panel who would sit down and discuss fully options with our

children as they are getting ready to perhaps even enter

marriage. So knowing that we have 1-7-and l8-year-olds, do

you feel that for many of these young adults in committed

relationships who might be getting married at a very early

êgê, that this might be the only information that is

available to them?

Ms. CAPPS. I can te11 you I have heard it with my o\i¡n

ears, I have seen, and, as I mentioned in my testimony, I

worked in a program for parenting teens. Teens already

having chosen to keep their parents (sic) and go to a

comprehensive high school, w€ provided them with life skilIs.

Many of them hrere married. They were asking us for help

because they got pregnant ín the fírst place because they

didn't know enough, and now they wanted to make sure that

they took good care of the child that they had and were able

to plan their families in the future.

So there is a cry on the part of many teenagers for

accurate information. Then, of course, w€ need to always be

teaching them the life skills in order to make the good

decisions about it, as weII. The two go hand in hand.

Ms. MCCOLLUM. Thank you.

Chairman V'IAXMAN. Thank you, Ms. McCo11um.
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Mr. Burton?

Mr. BURTON. I can wait.

Chairman WAXMAN. Mr. Shays?

Mr. SHAYS. I thank the colleague.

Sometimes I think we are trying to repeal the law of

gravity. There are natural instincts that young people have,

and they are educated by their parents hopefully first to

know proper conduct, and hopefully are given informed

information in their process of going to school and so on. I

am a chief cosponsor of the Responsible Education About Life,

the REAL Act, which was introduced by Barbara Lee, and its

whole purpose is to provide a comprehensive approach to sex

education that includes information both about abstinence and

contraception.

I read these questions and I thought, You know what?

Maybe they shouldn't have been asked by someone in school in

a program, but they turn on their TV and they see it.

IrIe have had testimony in Congress where young people

didn't realize that oral sex they could transmit disease.

They just weren't informed, and they thought that wasn't sex,

maybe as defined by the former President of the United

States.

But the bottom line is I don't understand why you

wouldn't make sure that young people had all the information

to counteract all the information they are getting every day
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from the news media, from TV, from programs, from books. I

mean, the books I used to read were so ridiculous compared to

what kids read today. But, frankly, if it be to1d, probably

every one of my fellow boys and young men that were at school

would have had sex if the girl had said yes. So your parents

basically tried to determine who you u/ere going out with,

what kind of girl you were out with. It is a different world

today. ft is a different world, Senator, than you grew up

in.
I just don't know how we are going to help young people

if we don't give them the information they need to make the

choices, to know that they could get iII if they do certain

things, to know the benefits of abstinence in the context of

truly loving someone.

I would like you both to speak to that, in terms of what

kids get every day in the media. So these questions aren't

shocking. They get it every day. They see it. They read

about it. Why shouldn't they talk about it?

Senator BROVüNBACK. V,Iel1, f irst, thanks, Chris, and,

believe me, I know we are not in the world I grew up in. I

have got children operating in this culture. My older

daughter is doing Teach for America in Houston in 7th grade,

and the things she hears, that does shock me. So I am

getting that.

But I think there is an issue here. What about setting
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a high expectation? V'Ihat if she in that 7th grade class sets

a very low expectation and, you know, whatever you want with

ir.
Mr. SHAYS. I don't know what you mean by expectation. A

high expectation to me means treating a young people with

respect that they get the information they need to counteract

the information they are getting from somewhere else, so I

don't know what you mean by respect.

Senator BROIiINBACK. Vüell, what I mean by high expectation

is maybe buttressing the expectations of their parents

instead of attacking them or sayi-ng, We1l, w€ don't think you

are really going to make that, so therefore let's go this

route.

There is a down side to not having high expectations.

There is a clear downside. I think we should do that even in

behavior areas.

lrlhat I am submitting here is that I think you can look

at all these abstinence programs and find ones that haven't

worked. I think that ís good. Let's not do that. But 1et's

fund the ones that do work so you really are buttressing what

80 percent of the parents v¡ant.

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you.

Ms. Capps?

Ms. CAPPS. Again, I agree with so much of what the

Senator is saying, and I totally support you. I am on the
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same legislation that you are co-authoring with our

colleague, Barbara Lee. I would simply say that the studies

are showing that the more information young people have the

better decision-making ski11s they can employ, if they are

taught some decision-making ski1ls along the way. Schools

are asked to do a lot of things today. They are asked to be

parents and they are asked to bring up, for those kids who

come, you know, with limited foundation at home, they are

asked to teach young people to make good decisions, how to do

that. But I believe that when you tie a hand behind your

back when you are \,üithheld information, you set up a sense of

lacking trust. In fact, comprehensive sex education classes

have encouraged young people to delay sex because they know

all of the information.

Our teen program where the babies htere there with the

moms in a classroom setting was a big deterrent for kids

having sex. They saw what happens when you do

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you.

Thank yoü, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Shays.

Mr. We1ch, you are next.

Mr. V'IELCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Brownback, in listening, everyone agrees that we

want to have kids protected as much as possible, so really it

seems like this is a tough discussion and debate about what
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is effective to help kids make the right choices. But, âs I

understand your testimony, your view is that there should be

no sex before marriage?

Senator BROWNBACK. I am saying eíght of ten parents

surveyed want that, and I am saying in our family that is

what we talk about.

Mr. TVELCH. And I obviously completely respect that. But

I understand the statistics are that 95 percent of the

American people do have sex before marriage.

Senator BROVüNBACK. VüeIl, the material I was looking at

and that I think even the Ranking Member \^/as citing was bel-ow

50 percent on teens, and I don't know of the fulI number of

what you are talking about on before marriage activities.

Mr. V{ELCH. I think it was a USA Today survey, and my

understanding is that is a pretty accepted figure. But the

question here I think that we have to resolve is effective us

of taxpayer dollars to achíeve the goal of diminishing teen

pregnancy and diminishing sexually transmitted disease.

Would you agree that that is a shared goal?

Ms. CAPPS. Yes.

Mr. WELCH. All right. So I would ask rea11y both of

yoü, bottom 1ine, whether it is a comprehensive sex education

program or an abstinence-only sex education program, that

those programs should be subject to strict scrutiny for

effectiveness before we .allocate a taxpayer doI1ar. Do each
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of you agree \¡rith that?

Senator BROWNBACK. If I couId, absolutely. But you

can't just look then at abstinence programs, you need to look

at comprehensive ones that get, by far, the lion's share of

the doIlars, and obviously it has not worked.

Mr. WELCH. I agree that they should be both looked at.

That is what I am asking. Any time we spend money, we have

got to do oversight to see whether the intended purpose is

being achieved with the money r^re are spending.

Ms. CAPPS. Can I respond to that? You are talking about

tax dollars, and. it has come up before. To my knowledge, I

want to address something that has come up where these

figures come around like we spend $12 for comprehensive sex

education, Federal dollars, for every dollar that is spent on

abstinence-on1y education. The truth is very different. To

my knowledge the Federal Government has never funded

comprehensive sex education as taught in a classroom, but

rather these dollars are lumped together which are part of

Title X, and all of the services, direct services that we

provide for every age group through the Federal programs that

we provide in family planning and contraception. I think

those are very different.

I am not so sure that we want the Federal Government

doing anything prescriptive about what curriculum my

grandchildren and your children would be taught in a school
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district. I think school districts and school boards and

parents have the right and obligation really to choose what

is appropriate for them. T¡'Ihat I think we can 1ay out in

these bills that I mentioned and that our colleague Mr. Shays

is a coauthor of talk about the importance of doing that and

making funds available so that districts can choose the

appropriate methods that they want to teach.

Mr. WELCH. Thank you.

You know, wê have been referring to this GAO report that

has done a study of abstinence education programs and come to

the conclusion that they are not ef fective. No\a/, if that is

the report that gives us guidance and money spent on these

programs is not achieving the intended resul-t, would it be

your posítion, Senator, that we should continue to spend more

money on programs that are judged to be ineffective?

Senator BROWNBACK. My position would be I think you

should look at all the studies. There are studies that I

cited. You are going to have another witness here today that

is citing studies of ones that have worked. My position

would be that you should look at those that work so that you

are realIy going in flow with what the parents of the Country

want. The parents of the Country want their children to be

abstinent. That is what they do in the survey results. So

why would we f low against it? V,Ihy wouldn't you f ind the ones

that are working well and then let's fund those? And you
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reaIly should look at comprehensive, because that is where we

put most of the money, and that hasn't worked.

Mr. VüELCH. WelI, the dilemma we have is this: those of

us who advocate always find something to hang our hat on to

justify our position. That is you, it is me, it is all of

us. But there are referees, and the GAO, when they do these

studies at our request, is, in effect, an arbiter, and we

either can disregard their study or accept the results and

act accordíngIy.

My understanding is that the study that the GAO has

done, kind of a peer reviewed study, has concluded that these

abstinence-onIy programs are not achieving the results that

you would like to see achieved, so why would we spend more

money?

Senator BROWNBACK. I would hope you would look at a1t

studies, sir.
Mr. WELCH. Okay. Thank yoü, Senator.

Chairman VüAXIVIAN. Thank you, Mr. Welch.

Mr. Burton?

Mr. BURTON. Thank yoü, Mr. Chairman.

L,et me just say I am going to yield to my colleague from

Indiana, Mr. Souder, but before I do Iet me just whistle into

the wind a 1itt1e bit. Mr. Shays mentioned what children are

exposed to all the time, and I am sure this isn't going to

change, but one of the things that disturbs me so much is
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there is a constant barrage of sex and violence on television

all the time. I know that you can't really stop it, I guess,

but that has to be a contributing factor to the violence that

we have seen in places like Columbine and this boy that was

stopped from blowing up his school the other day and these

college campus attacks. We have got to f igure out some r^/ay

as a society to cut back on the sex and violence that we are

consuming, because as long as r^Ie do that, the kids are going

to get a steady diet and you are going to have this thing go

on and on.

With that, I yield to Mr. Souder.

Mr. SOUDER. I would first like to correct the record on

a couple of things. I didn't use 12-to-1-. I used 2-to-1-

Federal fundinq for-

Ms. cAPPs: r am sorry. ï have seen 1-2-to-a.

Mr. SOUDER. And you said that. You said you have seen

]-2-:Lo-1. You didn't say that I said that, but I wanted to

point out that I said 2-Lo-l- in direct Federal funding, 68

percent of the schools offer contraceptive education compared

to 25 percent offering abstinence education. Not all of that

is Federal funding and not all of it is even doIlars, but

that is also a fact. And there are ten Federal sources for

funding for contraceptive education and just one for

abstinence education.
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they may not use it for the curricul-um, They may be blending

this with 1oca1 funding from different health groups, like in

our community part of it is funded by Planned Parenthood

directly, maybe not from Government funds, ot from a health

center, not from Government funds. But the fact is that the

disproportionate amount of money in the United States is, in

fact, going to contraceptive education.

And we are also rea11y happy to see that a number of

people here seem to be expressing disappointment, even on the

majority side, that we aren't looking at science on not only

abstinence education but on the other, because clearly study

after study have shown that contraceptive education hasn't

worked on HPV, has not worked, either. And you can't just

apply science when you ideologically oppose one goal but then

not look at science, and we shouldn't pretend like science,

GAO, or otherwise has defended the effectiveness of

contraceptive programs.

But there is another fundamental question here that we

are debating, and that is that 70 to 90 percent of American

people oppose explicit sexual content in comprehensíve sex

education; 67 percent of teens who have initíated sex express

regret for doing so; 90 percent of American people believe

adolescents should not become sexually active; 7O to 90

percent want a strong abstinence message taught.

Do you believe, Senator Brownback and then Ms. Capps,
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Lhat the public, what they want from the schools, is at all

relevant in this debate?

Senator BROVüNBACK. I would hope it is relevant in this

debate, and if it is not, you are going to be running at

counter purposes and people are going to be arguing with it

all the time and it is not going to be effective. But if we

will work in concert vüith parents, I think we can have an

effective program moving on forward.

Ms. CAPPS. Thank you. I want to stress again that all

of us--and I am now going back to my past life as a school

nurse--in the local schools I don't know a person who doesn't

favor abstinence-only until it comes to the point of the

knowledge that is available should abstinence not work for a

particular child. We can't control what happens to them

after school. Most of us want not abstinence-onIy but

abstinence coupled with an understanding of available

resources should they need it.

Novr, I also would like to say that I have never been a

part of a plan or program that is called contraceptive

education. I have only been associated with anything in my

schools where I worked that was comprehensive sex education

that included abstinence and also gave other information.

Now, what I would say is that this decision, the public

has its way of recording its desires and what it believes in

and so forth, but really the important people in this
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conversation who we are talking about are the parents who

send theír kids to public school every day.

Mr. SOUDER. How do you handle this question, and that is

that those using the male condom at first sex has tripled

from 22 to 67 percent, contraceptive use has nearly doubled

since the 1970s to 79 percent, and yet STDs and other

problems are stilt increasing. How can anything but

abstinence be said to be working?

Ms. CAPPS. Abstinence works 100 percent, and that is why

it should be the core of any kind of comprehensive education

that involves sexuality with teenagers. Again, the decision

should be made by the parents, and the young people are

asking for information, and if they are asking they should

get reliable information.

Chairman VüAXMAN. Thank you very much.

I am going to now recognize Ms. Norton, but I want to

indicate that our second panel will discuss eval-uations of

both and all sex education classes, which I think will be

very helpful for the Committee.

Ms. Norton.

Ms. NORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I have had the pleasure of working with you both, and I

want to thank you both for very important l-eadership that I

am personally aware of. Ms. Capps, You have become a

particular leader on health issues here in the Congress, and
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Mr. Brownback and I have worked together on a number of

issues, including issues that proved controversial in some

forms--the marriage issue, where there has been a decline

among African Americans. It is catastrophic. And I must say

a similar decline among white people, except for people in

the upper middle and upper classes.

May I thank yoü, Mr. Brownback, for what you said about

Best Friends. Best Friends has done an extraordinary job in

the District of Columbia with its abstinence-only approach.

The kind of caring attention that it gives is rare for any

program. I know you did not mean to indicate that that was

what abstinence programs usually offered; nevertheless, this

has been an extraordinary program of great value to us and

the children and the parents that have chosen it.

I don't understand why this subject has been so

contentious. I agree with Mr. Brownback we ought to look at

all the studies. Don't put a dime on comprehensive sex

education programs that don't work. Test them in the same

way that we test abstinence-only programs.

The concern that many of us have with abstinence-only

programs is the notion that there would be any such matter

where one síze could possibly fit all. It is so individual,

so family oriented.

Mr. Brownback, you have been Chair of the D.C.

Appropriations Subcommittee. I don't need to tell you that
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you would be laughed out of many classrooms in the District

of Columbia if you talked about abstinence where the children

come to junior high school and high school already

experiencing sex. This troubles me greatly. I wish there

were some way. I cannot imagine wanting my oh¡n chitd to do

anything but abstain until marriage. Frankly, that would be

my wish. I would do everything I could to encourage that to

happen, and many parents find that is a failing effort today.

My question is particularly, Mr. Brownback, I know from

my friendship with you, from your own work, your respect for

1ocal control, for the views of parents, the sensitive way

you have handled the marriage funding that we did here, all

with consent and encouraging greater marriage in some of our

poorer communities. I am wondering hlhy committing this to

loca1 control, where you might have some people--and I can

tell you there would be some in the District that would say,

I want a program like Best Friends in my community, and where

you would have others with parents who are at their wits'

end. Many of them are poor parents and single parents. Many

of them are síngIe parents of boy children. They can't begin

to even talk with them about sex. If there is somebody in

school that will give them the whole deal when this mother

who works every day as a single mother doesn't even know how

to approach the subject, is poorly educated, if you tell her

that her son or her daughter should have an abstinence-on1y
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program she will be puzzled.

V'Iould there be any harm in allowing 1oca1 communities to

make this decision based on their own family needs, based on

the composition of the community? Would that be consistent

with your values and mine?

Senator BROWNBACK. First, Iet me say it has always been

my pleasure to work with yoü, and I rr'las looking at you and

thinking there is nobody on your side of the aisle that has

gotten more votes out of me than you on a whole range of

topics, and I can't recall me getting one back from you.

Ms. NORTON. There is one more ï want from You, too.

Senator BROWNBACK. I just want my first out of you. That

is all I am looking for. I can't even get her to--I don't

know, díd you cheer for the ,Jayhawks in the final four?

Ms. NORTON. Don't change the subject, Sam.

Senator BROWNBACK. I just wanted you to at least give me

that.
You know, I have enjoyed working with you. I have

enjoyed working in D.C. I know you say I would get laughed

out of the classroom. I recall I think we were getting

laughed out when we \^/ere promoting marriage. There are

certain areas that people getting married is unusual within

that block or that area. Now we have got people that are

getting married in some of these communities.

Ms. NORTON. Yes, but we don't have marriage only. We
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It is the exclusivity of theencourage them to come in.

approach.

Senator BROWNBACK. I know, but let me make my point on

this. Let me make my point, because you are very good at

making yours.

Ms. NORTON. Okay.

Senator BROVüNBACK. Senator Moynihan, I took a 1ot of

guidance from him before he left this body and passed away,

and his view was the key thing we ought to be focused on is

how you raise your next generation. The key thing you ought

to be focused on is how you raise your next generation. I

think for us, the Federal Government, to say, Here are funds

that we believe this is the high expectation approach is

fully appropriate for the Federal Government to do, of a high

expectation.

Now, you are saying a bunch of States say \^/e don't want

it. Maybe the District of Columbia has said the same thing.

We have got a 1ot of money going to the sex education

programs. GAO says it is S-to-l- on comprehensive. There is

a lot of funds going in there- I think this amount that we

are putting in, what I would be critical of on it is that I

think we need to make sure we are aL ones tike Best Friends

that work and not ones that don't work. I think that really

is where our focus should be.

Chairman WAXVIAN. Thank you, Ms. Norton.
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Let me advise the members of the Committee that our two

witnesses have other responsibilities and are anxious to go

to them. I don't want to deny or deprive any Member of an

opportunity to ask questions, because our rules do provide

for five minutes.

Let me ask Members who are cognizant of that fact to try

to limit your questions, recognizing the time constraints of

our witnesses -

Ms. FOXX. Mr. Chairman?

Chairman T/'IAXMAN. Yes.

Ms. FOXX. I am having difficulty hearing people down

here. I would just like to ask if people could really put

the mics close and speak up. I just ask for clarity. I

would reaIly appreciate that. Thank you.

Chairman WAXMAN. Good point.

Mr. Duncan?

Mr. DUNCAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have someone

waiting in my office, so I will be very brief.

Senator Brownback just said a few minutes ago that the

culture is pushing in the opposite or harmful direction at

times, and someone else mentioned the TV shows and the

movies, and they all work together to almost seem to pressure

young people into thinking that they are odd if they don't

have early sex. But Senator Brownback just mentioned Senator

Moynihan, and Senator Moynihan made a famous statement
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several years ago. He said we have been defining deviancy

down, accepting as a part of life what \^/e once found

repugnant. That seems to become more true with each passing

year. So I think Senator Brownback is right when he says

that we should encourage people to higher expectations or

higher or better goa1s.

There is some discrepancy that I don't understand.

Maybe the witnesses can explain it later. But there is a

Heritage study that came out yesterday that said we spend 12

times this much on comprehensive sex education as opposed to

abstinence-only education, but the Zogby poll that has been

mentioned showed that by more than a 2-Lo-1 margin that

parents ü/ant or prefer the abstinence approach, and it seems

rather elitist to me for people who maybe have degrees in

this field to feel that they, because they have studied it,

somehow know better than the parents what is best. I still

think parents know what is best for their children.

The message that teens receive from abstinence is pretty

simple and very clear. The only way to avoid all the harmful

consequences of sexual activity is to abstain. Education

about abstaining teaches young people how to set goals and

build healthy relationships. So I don't think it is

something that we should abandon, which seems to be sort of

the thrust of where we are headed.
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could have produced numerous witnesses here to support or to

show that this tlpe of training is working, and so with that

I will yield whatever time I have left to Mr. Tssa.

Mr. ISSA. I thank the gentleman, and I will try to use

this time rather than any further time.

Lois, Sam, if we can get you two to agree on things I

think it would go a long way towards this Committee doing the

right thing. Nancy Reagan, a famous California 1ady, had the

expression .Just Say No when it came to drugs. It didn't

work, did it? People still use iIIegaI drugs, don't they?

Ms. CAPPS. Yes, they do.

Mr. ISSA. Okay. We agree. But don't we also agree that

the message of not doing i11ega1 drugs is a good one to

continue having?

Ms. CAPPS. Are you asking me?

Mr. ISSA. Both of you.

Ms. CAPPS. All right. I will answer quickly.

Mr. ISSA. I am looking for all yeses, because I think in

a sense we are concentrating on what we disagree on rather

than what we aqree on.

Ms. cappsl we agree on that, but I guess r would say

knowing why you are saying no is a good idea.

I apologize. I am going to have to leave the rest of

this.
Senator BROWNBACK. I agree.
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Mr. ISSA. So, Senator, continuing on with You, when we

get to what is being calIed abstinence here, aren't we really

just saying no, but the reason it is a chorus and not just

abstinence is that it takes longer to explain to young and

r^/omen why there are advantages health-wise, relation-wise,

future-wise, that, in fact, abstinence training is a process

of teaching why waiting makes sense, isn't it?

Senator BROWNBACK. ebsolutely. And you didn't touch on

the emotional side of it, but you are dealing with a teenage

person generally with this, and the emotional side of this is

so critical. And you are finding, too, in these studies that

f have reviewed, that the abstinence programs that work the

best generally spend the most time. They spend a lot of time

drilling into these concepts as to why. And those are the

ones that are more successful, not a superficial deal.

Mr. ISSA. So, just to conclude, because my time is

limited, too, or Mr. Duncan's time is limited, two things:

one, even though we will not have 100 percent success in

abstinence, even though the figures will show that it does

not work all the time, there is no reason not to continue

doing it, for the same reason as we continue to teach not to

take i11ega1 drugs because men and r,uomen are dying in

America.

Senator BROWNBACK. Agreed.

Mr. ISSA. And then, last, when it comes to the other
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side of the issue, teaching people that transmittable

diseases have to be prevented and teaching about the

consequences of those, that has to be done regardless of

whether you are teaching it through abstinence or you are

teaching it through other parts of sex education. That is

just as important for men and women for their protection,

young men and women.

Senator BROWNBACK. I have got a book here that we could

enter into the record that does that that is an abstinence

education booklet that teaches about that, âs weII.

Mr. ISSA. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I would ask the

Chairman's consent that be entered into the record.

Chairman WAXMAN. Vüithout objection, that will be the

order.

[The referenced information follows:]

********** CoMMITTEE INSERT **********
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Mr. ISSA. Thank yoü, Senator.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman ÏÌAXMAN. Ms. Watson, do you wish to take your

time? What some of the Members are going to be doing on the

other side is splitting their time.

Ms. WATSON. Okay. I will be real quick. I would like

permission to submit my speech into the record, please.

Chairman WAXMAN. Without objection.

[Prepared statement of Ms. V'Iatson follows: ]

********** INSERT **********
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Ms. VIATSON. I just wanted to say this. As I listened to

these two very fine, fine colleagues of mine, I see an

ideological discussion versus a reality discussion.

Abstinence-only is more ideological rather than comprehensive

sex education programs. RealitY.

I represent a community cal1ed Hollywood, and so many of

the young people in my District and in california look at

these performers as idols, and we watch their behavior and

they pattern after that behavior. Abstinence-on1y does not

reach in a comprehensive way these young people, because they

take their lead from what they see on the Internet, what they

see on television, what they hear in terms of music.

So my question is: how do we get to the range of

experiences when we talk about abstinence-on]y? A1so, I

represent an area where there are no fathers in the home, and

mothers are there taking care the best they can. They are

busy working one, two, and three jobs. They don't have time

to focus on d.iscussions of sex when the youngsters are on the

streets and they take the lead from their peers- So my

question to you, Senator Brownback: how do we then convey

with funding only for--California turned down the

abstinence-on]y funds. How do we convey to our young people

when we don't have an intact home, wê don't have a

functioning home, w€ don't have two parents in the home, and.

we don't have the resources to rea11y address
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abstinence-only? We really need to look at a comprehensive

sex education program.

Senator BROVüNBACK. fVell, number one, I think you and the

Chairman probably represent the Districts that could affect

this debate more than anybody else in the whole wor1d, and

your working with people in your Districts woul-d probably do

the most to change this whole debate of anybody anywhere

because of what is coming out culturally--

Ms. VüATSON. Taking back my time for a second, I have got

a bill out there that we are using films as diplomacy. ít

happens to be down in South Africa, because we are looking at

the spread of HIV/AIDS. I would like to talk to you about

going on as an author, because what we are trying to do is

use those quality films to impress certain behaviors in other

people and certain respect for us here in the United States.

I would like to talk to you about it, because $te are trying

to use a medía to give the right messages.

But I don't see it in a narro\^I perspective of

abstinence-only. We have to face the reality of the

audiences that we are dealing with, and we are trying to do

that through a means of communication. We are going to use

fi1ms, Hollywood.

Senator BROWNBACK. I work with a number of people from

Hollywood a lot on African issues, because I have been

involved a 1ot vrith the African continent. They are the ones
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that could change this debate more than anybody eIse. I

would hope and pray they would do it in an abstinence and be

faithful settinq.
Ms. I^IATSON: But, you see, that is not the only means.

Senator BROV'INBACK. I know that.

Ms. WATSON. Yes.

Senator BROVüNBACK. You know that. But there is an

expectation that we can set for society, we can set for our

kids. You know, I want you to make all A's.

Chairman WAXMAN. And not see those movies and not listen

to those records.

Senator BROVüNBACK. But my point is I don't set a low

expectation-

Chairman WA)ffiAN. I think you can that in Kansas, not

only in Hollywood.

Senator BROhINBACK. --and nor should the Federal

Government set a low expectation.

Ms. WATSON. 'Just the bottom line is I don't think one

size fits all, and that is the reason why California turned,

because we deal with the realíties of our various diversified

segments of California, and we have to send a comprehensive

message out there and hope that it can be backed up in the

home and in the community as a whole.

Senator BROWNBACK. The comprehensive message hasn't

worked. We have got one in two African American teenage
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girls with an STD.

Ms. WATSON. WelI, abstinence-only, and we have results

from other areas where it has not worked, so I don't know if

we are using our money wisely.

Thank you, and I yield back my time.

Senator BROWNBACK. The current approach hasn't worked.

Chairman WA)ffAN. We are going to find out from the next

panel, because they have done actual measurements, not just

given us opinions. Let's find out what has worked.

Senator, wê stiII have some other Members who wish to

ask you some questions.

Senator BROWNBACK. I am way past due on another set of

activities that I was supposed to go to. I need to move on

if I can, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman WAXMAN. Vüell, fry colleagues, I don't know what

to do here, but I think out of respect to the Senator, who

has given us very generously a great deal of his time, I

think we ought to release him, unless there is objection.

Mr. SOUDER. Reserving the right to object, what I have

said is I wí1l yield my time first on the next panel to the

Members on our side who didn't get a chance.

Senator BROV'INBACK. Mr. Chairman, thanks for your time

and thanks for your courtesy. I appreciate both greatly.

Chairman V'IAXMAN. Thank you so much.

For our next panel we have the following witnesses who
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will share their assessment of the existing body of evidence

on abstinence-on1y and comprehensive sex education programs.

Dr. .Tohn Santelli is a Professor and Chair of the

Halbren Department of Population and Family Health at the

Schoo1 of Public Health at Columbia University and a Senior

Fellow at the Gutkmacher Institute. He is a pediatrician, an

adolescent medicine specialist who has conducted research on

HIV/SKD risk behaviors, programs to prevent STD, HIV, and

unintended pregnancy among adolescents, $Iomen, school-based

health centers, and research ethics.

Dr. Georges Benjamin has been the Executive Director for

the American Public Health Association, the oldest and

largest organlzation of public health professionals in the

United States since December of 2002. His prior positions

include Chief of Staff for Emergency Medicine at V'Ialter Reed,

and he is also a member of the Tnstitute of Medicine,

National Academy of Science.

Dr. Margaret .T. Blythe is Chair of the Committee on

Adolescence for the American Academy of Pediatrics. She is a

Professor of Pediatrics at Indiana University School of

Medicine.

Dr. Stanley V'Ieed is the Director of the Institute for

Research and Evaluation, which he and colleagues formed in

l-988 to focus on social problems and programs related to

adolescence, including teen pregnancy, drug abuse, and
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del inquency.

Finally, vJe are very honored to have Dr. Harvey

Fineberg, President of the Institute of Medicine of the

National Academies. At the IOM he has chaired and served on

numerous heal-th policy panels ranging from AIDS to new

medical technology.

The l-ast two speakers on this panel will help us put a

face on the scientific evidence we discuss here today.

At the age of A5, Shetby Knox led a campaign to replace

her high school's abstinence-onIy curricula with the

medically accurate, comprehensive sex education after

realizing the programs hrere ineffective in preventing rising

teen pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases. Today she

is a writer and speaker on youth and reproductive health.

And Max Siegel leads the student-based HIV prevention

interventions and is a policy association at the AIDS

Alliance for Children, Youth and Families.

lVe are pleased to have you here us at this hearing.

Your prepared statements will be made part of the record in

its entirety. We would like to ask each of you, however, to

limit your oral presentations to no more than five minutes.

Dr. Sante1li, w€ will start wíth you. There is a button

on the base of the mic. P1ease be sure it is pressed in so

that the microphone is working. fVe will start wíth you.
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STATEMENTS OF JOHN SAI{TELLI, DEPARTMENT CHAIR, PROFESSOR OF

cLrNrcAL POPULATTON AnD FAMTLY HEALTH, MATLMAN SCHOOL OF

PUBLIC HEALTH, AI\ID PROFESSOR OF CLïNICAL PEDIATRICS, COLLEGE

OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY; GEORGES

BEN'JAIvIIN, EXECUTIVE DTRECTOR, AMERTCAI{ PUBLIC HEALTH

ASSOCIATION; MARGARET 'J. BLYTHE, M.D., CHAIR OF AMERICA¡ü

ACADEMY OF PEDIATRTCS, COMMITTEE ON ADOLESCENCE; STANLEY

WEED, PH.D., DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH AND EVALUATION;

HARVEY FINEBERG, M.D., PH.D., PRESIDENT, INSTITUTE OF

MEDICINE OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES; M.Ð( SIEGEL, POLICY

ASSOCIATE, AIDS ALLIANCE FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FA¡4ILIES;

A}üD SHEI,BY KNOX, YOUTH SPEAKER

STATEMENT OF JOHN SANTELLI

Dr. SANTELLI. Thank you, Chairman Waxman, distinguished

mernlcers of the Committee, and guests. Thank you al-l- for the

opportunity today to speak to you about the health needs of

adolescents and my own research on abstinence-only education.

My name is 'John Santelli, as the Chairman indicated. I

am a pediatrician, a father, and chair a department at

Columbia.

Importantly, before moving to New York City I worked for
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thirteen years with the CDC and, in fact, five years as a

school health doctor for Baltimore City, worked extensively

in research ethics.

In the past few years I have conducted research that

seeks to understand adolescent sexual behavior and the

reasons for the recent declines in teen pregnancy rates.

That is what I would like to speak with you about today.

Ivty written testimony goes into some of the other

important scientific and ethical critiques that have been

raised about abstinence-onIy education for young people. I

brought slides today, so I hope this works.

lsimultaneous slide presentation. ]

Dr. SANTELLI. First I would l-ike to speak they about

some of the demographic realities for young people. I would

suggest to you that the current U.S. emphasis on

abstinence-only or abstinence-until-marriage is out of touch

with the broad demographic trends and the realities of young

people's 1ives. Premarital sex is nearly universal among

young people. Based on CDC data, by the time one reaches age

44, 99 percent of Americans have had sex, and 95 percent have

had premarital sex.

This reality ís the result of both trends towards an

earlier age of sex, beginning in the i-960s at some point, but

also later trends in marriage. So, as the slide shows, in

1-970 there was a gap, a small gap of only about a
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year-and-a-ha1f between first sexual intercourse and

marriage, but by 2OO2 the gap for young women was a ful1

eight years. For young men it is more like ten years. This

is a fairly universal phenomenon. It is seen around the

gIobe, this rising age at marriage. And it suggests that

trying to get young people to wait until marriage is going to

be somewhat unrealistic.

This is just to remind you of the statistic that has

already been mentioned today. Teen pregnancy rates rea11y

declined fairly dramatically. Beginning around 1990 both

teen birth rates and teen pregnancy rates declíned pretty

dramatically. The biggest declines have been among young

people, often among minority youth, and that is all good

ne$ts.

Of course, there is thís worrisome trend that is a

Iittle hard to see, but in 2006 the birth rates went up. Let

me then talk about some of the explanation for that.

Recent declines in teen sexual activity appear to be

unrelated to the Federal program. According to data from

CDC, rates of sexual experience among high school kids grades

nine to twelve declined from about 54 percent in 1991- to

about 47 percent in 2002, and essentially have been fl-at

since 200L.

Much of the reduction in the rates of adolescent sexual

activity occurred before the Federal Government began
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widespread funding of abstinence education in 1998. You can

see the points at which the two Federal programs were

instituted.

My own research suggests that most of the decline in

teen pregnancy rates, about 86 percent among 15-to

19-year-o1ds between 1-995 and 2O02 was the result of improved

contraceptive use. Not surprisingly, abstinence played a

somewhat greater role for the younger kids, those l-5 to 17,

but even in that group three-quarters of the decline was the

result of improved contraceptive use. This is data based on

the CDC's National Survey of Family Growth, but we have

recently repeated that d.ata using the Youth Risk Behavior

Survey data, and again we found about 70 percent of that

decline was the result of improved contraceptive use,

consistent, I would suggest, with the European experience

where European teens have much lower pregnancy rates, similar

rates of sexual involvement, but much, much better

contraceptive use, and therefore much lower pregnancy rates.

Unfortunately, these positive trends in contraceptive

use reversed in 2005. Again, the top line is condom u.se, but

you can see many of the other methods listed there. And you

can see that in 2005, again in the high school data, condom

use declined somewhat. Use of no method increased somewhat.

This lines up precisely with the increase in birth rates. It

is only a one-year change, but we need to keep monitoring
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this.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Sante1li.

Dr. SAIüTELLI. Am I out of time?

Chairman WAXMAN. You are.

Dr. SANTELLI. Okay.

Chairman WAXMAN. Do you want to make a concluding

statement?

Dr. SANTELLI. Let me just say one thing. I think a l-ot

of what we are going to hear today or we have already heard

today are differences of opinion about the facts. Good

commonality on our goals. We all care about young people and

I am glad to hear that. I think the panel today represents

the folks who put together scientific and medical consensus

in this Country, and I hope we will stop arguing over the

facts and move on to what we know works.

Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Santelli follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you very much.

Dr. Benjamin?
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STATEMENT OF GEORGES BEN.JA}4IN

Dr. BEN'JAMIN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of

the Committee. Let me just first of all thank you very much

for having this hearing and just say that I am here

representing the American Public Heal-th Association, and we

adopt policies every year looking at very, very important

public policy issues. vüe have addressed this issue in l-990,

2003, 2005, and then again in 2006.

Let me just say the bulk of our policies certainly

recognize the critical, critical importance of ensuring

abstinence. I think every public policy person and every

parent certainly wants to do that. But we have expressed

significant concern about abstinence-only programs, and

actually would call for their termination in terms of Federal

funding in their current form.

We have had three areas of concern. Area of concern

number one is fundamentally do they work. We think certainly

that the weight of the evidence today, as they are currently

constructed they do not work. What I mean by work means that

do they create abstinence and do they create the public

health outcomes that we rea1ly need in the long term. We

don't think that they do that.

Secondly, just to point out that we do believe that the
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alternative is comprehensive health education, particularly

around sexual.ity issues, and we do think they work. vüe think

that certainly nothing is perfect, but when you compare the

two, that the comprehensive approach is much better.

Secondly, do the abstinence-on1y programs complicate

other public health measures? The answer to that we

ceitainly think is that they do, and they do in a variety of

ways. One, they cause a great deal of confusion. One of the

things I have learned, both in my time practicing clinical

medícine, and, of course, certainly my time as a parent, that

our kids are much farther along than we think they are. They

know much more and they are a whole 1ot more curious than we

think. So when you give them only a single message, they are

going to seek the stuff we don't te1l them in other places.

These programs in many cases don't give the kids the

tools that they need, the facts that they need to combat in

appropriate or inadequate or unscientific information that

they may hear or pick up amongst their peers or in other

places. V,Ie think there are lots of problems with that.

We think that there has been real targeting on the

efficacy of condoms as an alternative, agairt, for those

children for which abstinence has now failed. It really

doesn't give them the tools to go about that, because of the

lack of facts.

Vüe think that certainly the fact that l7 States have now
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said that they are not going to take funding, having been a

health officer in two jurisdictions, here in the District of

Columbia and in the State of Maryland, I can tell you for a

health department to give up finding is a very, very

significant act. That is money that could go for very

important public health efforts.

And then I think finally significant ethical concerns.

As a clinician, one of the challenges that I have always is

figuring out what to teII people, what to tell patients, what

to te11 the community. I have discovered the best answer to

that is to tel1 them what I know, tell them what I don't

know, to be very clear with them, to te1l them at a level,

either if I am writing, ât a literacy leveI, oy in speaking,

in a language that they will understand, that is culturally

appropriate, that is age appropriate, and to deal with that

in the most honest way that I can.

My real concerns, I think the concerns of APHA, is that,

at least as currently constructed, these abstinence-only

programs on bulk don't do that, and so \,tre have real

significant concerns about their continuation.

With that I will stop. Thank you.

IPrepared statement of Dr. Benjamin follows:]

********** ïNSERT **********
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Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Benjamin.

Dr. B1ythe?
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STATEMENT OF MARGARET .J. BLYTHE

Dr. BLYTHE. Chairman Waxman, Ranking Member Davis,

members of the Committee, good morning and thank you for

inviting me.

As a current Chair for the Committee on Adolescence/ I

have been asked to give testimony regarding the position of

the American Academy of Pediatrics on Abstinence-On1y

Education and comprehensive sexuality education and the

evidence supporting this decision.

The American Academy of Pediatrics supports

age-appropriate, comprehensive sexuality education and wants

to ensure that our Nation's resources are being allocated

towards educational approaches that are science based,

emphasize abstinence, but also provide medically accurate

information for those teens contemplating or already having

sexual experiences. That support for comprehensive education

is apparent in the policies that we have written and endorsed

and listed in this testimony.

Nearly all teens experience pressure to have sex at some

time, and therefore nearly all teens are at risk for having a

pregnancy or a sexually transmitted infection.

Abstinence-on1y programs have not been proven to change or

impact adolescent sexual behaviors in an effective $¡ay, as
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documented by five reviews, which include the Federally

funded evaluation. Yet, vast sums of Federal monies continue

to be directed towards these programs.

In fact, there is evidence to suggest that some of these

programs are even harmful and have negative consequences by

not providing adequate information for those teens who do

become sexually active. Comprehensive sexuality education

supports abstinence as the best strategy in which a teen can

use to decrease the risk of unintended pregnancy and sexually

acquired infections. Those adolescents who choose to abstain

from sexual intercourse should obviously be encouraged and

supported in their decisions by their families, peers, and

communities. But abstinence should not be the only strategy

that is discussed. Rigorous scientifically valid research

supports the effectiveness of comprehensive sexuality

education in delaying the initiation of sexual intercourse

and reducing risky sexual behaviors.

V{hen the information presented is straightforward, that

means real or relevant to their life experiences and

specific. That means medically accurate and correct. This

means that sex education must include information on

contraception and condom use.

Providing information to adolescents about contraception

does not result in increased rates of sexual activity,

earlier age of first intercourse, or result in a greater
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nurnlcer of sexual partners. Emphasizing both abstinence and

protection for those who do have sex is a realistic,

effective approach that does not appear to confuse young

people, only perhaps sometimes the adults around them.

But, despite the encouraging results that have been

reported when using comprehensive approaches, there have been

no Federal monies directed specifically towards education

programs. Getting teens to delay having sex or to use safer

sex practices remains a chaIleñg€, as there are many factors

that determine sexual behavior, and estimates suggest that

there are over 500 different factors.

The most recent data suggests for the first time ín 14

years the birth rate for teens in the Uníted States has

increased across virtually all racial and ethnic groups. A

recent report by the Center for Disease Control estimates

that one in four girls between the ages of 14 to 1-9 has at

least one sexually transmitted infection, and, as already

indicated this morning, citing the ineffectiveness of

abstinence-only programs, t7 States have opted out of Federal

funding.

Adolescence is a time of growth both physically,

psycho-sociaIIy, and emotionally. Developing a healthy

sexuality is a key developmental task for adolescents. As a

physician, I spend the majority of my professional time in

the trenches. Each week I personally see teens in
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consultation clinics, three different community sites, a

school-based. clinic, and the county juvenile detention

center. I also serve as the medical director of the clinical

program that provided over 40,000 visits to teens last year

in these d.ifferent settings. In every venue teens are trying

to figure it out--who they are, where they want to go, and

what they want to be.

Adolescence is a time of trial and error, and, frankly,

sometimes they get burned even when appropriate information

has been offered or given. But we do not want them to get

burned just because the information given or offered was

inaccurate or distorted or not available at a1l. We need

available to us in the trenches evidence-based approaches

that support healthy decision-making regarding sexuality,

which wilt benefit not only the health of the teens we work

with on a day-to-day basis, but ultimately the health of our

society and Nation as a who1e.

Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Blythe follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Blythe.

Dr. Weed?
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STATEMENT OF STA}TLEY V'IEED

Mr. WEED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me here

today. I have been htorkíng in this field for almost 20

years. I have learned some things about abstinence education

programs. I started with a very skeptical attitude thinking

how in the world could this work, given the culture and the

society that kids live in. Since that time I have learned

that it can work. Not all of them do, but many of them do,

and we have learned which ones do and u/hy.

I have also seen that there is a lot of misunderstanding

and misperceptions. Let me give you two examples.

One young man who was asked about if he was abstinent

said, No, sir. I am here every day. Another example, I have

heard the phrase abstinence-only maybe 1-00 times here today,

and in the 1-00 programs that I have evaluated I wouldn't

classify any of them as abstinence-onIy. They are much

broader, they are much richer, and they are much deeper than

an abstinence-onIy just say no kind of message.

lsimultaneous slide presentation. ]

Mr. WEED. With chart number four I would like to

illustrate some examples of programs that work. This is out

of Virginia. This program, the comparison group without the

program, their initiation rate 12 months later was 16.4

B3
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percent. The program kids, their transition rate was 9.2

percent. That is a fairly substantial and significant

difference in terms of impact on initiation rates.

Patters of evidence are critical in terms of

understanding program and policy effects. One rigorous study

along is not sufficíent. Informed decisions require multiple

studies with replication of results across populations,

programs, and settings. Our goal should be to look for

patterns of research results that can inform best practices

for risk avoidance programs.

Here is another example. This one comes from Georgia.

Our comparison kids, the transition rate for this group is

20.9 percent, and for our program kids it was 11-.1

percent--again, 47 percent is like1y to initiate sexual

activity, a fairly substantial impact in terms of initiation

rates.

The next example, this one comes from South Carolina, a

large study of kids where the comparison group initiation

rates of sexual activity is 26.5 percent, and in our program

group it was 1-4.5 percent.

Again, in all three cases cutting initiatíon rates in

half in a one-year time period.

Now, there is a public perception that abstinence

education doesn't work and that contraceptive education does

work. In fact, there is a brochure out by the national
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Campaign to Prevent Teen Pregnancy. There is a brochure that

says we have strong evidence about what works in preventing

teen pregnancy. They list 28 programs, the impression being

any one of these 28 will reduce teen pregnancy. Twenty of

those twenty-eight never measured the impact on teen

pregnancy. The eight that did measure it, three had results

twelve months or beyond. one of the three was not a sex

education program, one \^¡as retested later and failed to find

results, and one of t\^renty-eight reported pregnancy reduction

beyond twelve months. That does not constitute, in my

opinion, strong evidence, nor does it support the public

perception that we have mounds of evidence that this works.

Douglas Kirby, a colleague of yours and mine, I think,

reviewed 115 programs--released in 2007 called Emerging

Answers--108 could be considered, could be categorized as

comprehensive in terms of providing contraceptive education

to kids. However, on1-y 22 of those l-15 measured the most

important measure of condom use, which I think we all agree

is consistent condom use. .Of those twenty-two, one reported

an increase in consistent condom use, and this occurred in a

clinic setting not ín a public school education setting. One

reported no increase, but it did better than the comparison

group. one out of one-hundred-and-fifteen does not

constitute compelling evidence favoring contraceptive

education.
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There is an important point here about measurement and

impact and effects. This critical measure of consistent

condom use is the best indicator of success. Anything less

than this standard of effectiveness cannot be considered

success. Inconsistent use, according to the CDC, failure to

use condoms vüith every act of intercourse, can lead to STD

transmission because transmission can occur with a single act

of intercourse.

So when we look at these programs, w€ are trying to

compare them and weigh the evidence--which I think is your

goal and I applaud you for it--we have to look at these

programs in terms of do they have similar behavioral

outcomes, and abstaining from sexual activity is a clear one,

and consistent condom use is as close as we can come in

comprehensive sex to that behavioral short-term kind of

outcome. V'Ie have to have similar target populations and

appropriate and similar timeframes.

Based on comparability categories--that is, population

and program settings are the same, fo11ow-up is the same,

outcome measures are the same--we have only got eight studies

in the abstinence category, w€ have thirty-four, and not all

of them measure CCU.

Here's the bottom line: even when we have comparable

programs, the abstinence education in Kirby's review showed

five out of seven increased abstinence and nine out of
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thirty-four increased abstinence in the comprehensive

program. However, consistent condom use, zero out of

thirty-four in the comprehensive side, zero out of

thirty-four that decreased STD rates. It was three that

decreased pregnaÐcy, but one of them was, as I mentioned, not

replicated.

I see my time is up. I can hold my last two slides if

there are questions. Thank you very much.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Weed follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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Chairman WAXMAN. Okay. Thank

Dr. Fineberg, good to see you

PAGE 88

you very much, Dr. Vüeed.

again.
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STATEMENT OF HARVEY FINEBERG

Dr. FINEBERG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, members

of the Committee. I am Harvey Fineberg, I am the President

of the Institute of Medicine. Prior to becoming the

President of the organization, I did serve as the chair of

the committee that was looking into \^/ays to reduce the risk

of HIV infection, produced a report in 1999, No Time to Lose.

Before that I served as Dean at the Harvard School of Public

Health, and prior to that practiced part time in neighborhood

health centers in Boston. I have seen this issue from a

variety of perspectives.

I would like to make five points in my oral presentation

to supplement the written testimony that I have submitted.

First point I would like to make is that we are dealing

with very complicated and variable interventions when we talk

about sex education. Even though we are lumping them in two

big categories of abstinence-onIy or abstinence-pIus, the

variety of elements in these programs should be a cautionary

note to us in trying to interpret their effects. Exactly

what is included? Exactly who is taught? Exactly how often?

Exactly by whom? Over what timeframe? What exactly is being

measured as the outcome that you are interested in? And how

are you deciding whether or not the program is successful?

89
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These are all highly variable enterprises.

My second point: if you are looking for penicillin to

treat pneumonia, something that has proven to work and is

demonstrably successful almost all the time, flo one has yet

found that magic formula for sex education. Programs can be

variably successful for variable times on variable outcomes,

but fundamentally the dominant problems that we have in

sexually transmitted infections in our young people and the

continued risks of exposure to infection, as well as these

other problems, are stil1 very significant and stil1 the most

important problem that I believe you, âs Members of the

Congress, should be concerned with and attempting to help our

Nation do better with.

My third point: because of all the variability and

because of the emotionality and the prefixed positions about

what works or should work, what do we want to work, one has

to be especially scrupulous in examining the evidence in

order to try to discern what does it teIl us to date beyond

this fundamental conclusion that there is no dominant,

clearly victorious, magic strategy that will solve all of

these problems.

And if you look at the studies that have tried to

separate out the most rigorous evaluations and combine them

in these broad clusters of abstinence-on1y or abstinence-plus

and ask them, when they have looked at behavioral
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interventions, that is behavioral outcome reports by

individuals in the studies--are they having sex earlier, are

they having more or less sex, are they using protection--when

you apply those standards and look at the studies in that

1ight, tu/o very significant reviews from the Cochran

Collaborative give us the following bottom-line information:

If you look at the abstinence-onIy studies of the 1-3

that they included, none of those studies that passed this

rigorous methodologic standard demonstrated to have enduring

behavioral affects. If you look at the 39 studies that they

classified as abstinence-plus--and there is a lot of

variability of what counts as abstinence-plus--23 of the 39

of those studies in this rigorous revíew found at least some

benefit reported on one or another measure of behavior as a

result of exposure to the programs.

No\ar, that doesn't mean they worked very, very we11, and

it doesn't mean that it is impossible that other programs

could be constructed that would work better. In fact, ftY

hope is and my urging is that we will look for those.

So my fourth poínt is: if you want to base your

judgment on the evidence and where your dollars will go the

furthest, to hamstring the interventions and the assessments,

to limit them to abstinence-only education does not, in my

judgment, comport with the evidence. It does not seem wise.

And my final point is that it is incumbent, I believe,
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to have a more flexible, substantive, careful, evaluative

approach, allowing more different strategies to be tried that

are built upon the evidence to date so that we can l-earn

better what works over time, and in another ten years, when

another committee is looking at the question of sex

education, .we will not be in the same position that we are

today.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

IPrepared statement of Dr. Fineberg follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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Mr. SARBANES. [PresidingJ. Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF MAX SIEGEI,

Mr. SIEGEL. Good morning. My name is Max Siegel. Thank

you for the chance to address abstinence-on1y-unti1-marriage,

a policy that has transformed my 1ife.

I share my recommendations on how to improve sexuality

education programs as a 23-year-o1d living with HIV who has

spent the entirety of his young adulthood working to prevent

new infections. My goal is to portray the personal impact of

this flawed policy, while explaining how the lessons I have

learned may apply to other young people who today make up 15

percent of all new HIV infections.

Thank you to Chairman Waxman and the Committee on

Oversight and Government Reform for including a HlV-positive

young people in today's hearing.

I experienced abstinence-on1y-unti1-marriage education

taught by my junior high school gym teacher. In his class he

told me and my male classmates that sex is dangerous and that

rnre should think more seriously about it when r^Ie gror^I up and

marry. He made clear that only one kind of sexuality,

heterosexuality, ending in marriage r,.las acceptable to talk

about. Already aware of my sexual orientation, I found no

value in his speech. It did not speak to me in my life. It

might as well not have happened.
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I¡ühile most formal abstinence-on1y programs are more

extensive than the class I experience, they rely on similarly

exclusive and stigmatizing messages that lack basic

information about sexual health. Multiple studies, including

a recent Federal evaluation, have found that the more

expansive abstinence-only programs do not work either.

When I was l7 I began seeing someone 6 years older than

me. The first time we had sex I took out a condom but he

ignored it. I did not know how to assert myself further. I

knew enough to suggest a condom, but I didn't adequately

understand the importance of using one. And even if I did, I

had no idea how to discuss condoms with my partner. The

abstinence-onIy message did not prepare me for life, and I

contracted HIV from the first person with whom I consented to

havíng unprotected sex. I was sti1l in hígh school.

I was diagnosed with HIV a few months after becoming

infected. My friends and family were devastated. T¡'Ie didn't

know about HIV, and we quickly developed false and damaging

beliefs about my situation. It seemed as though I had done

something particularly wrong, but it never occurred to us

that T, in fact, engaged in fewer risk behaviors for HIV

infection than most of my peers.

My parents were in no position to dispel these beliefs

or otherwise educate me about HIV or AIDS because they, too,

lacked sufficient knowledge of sexual health. Instead, they
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mourned the loss of their chiId.

I decided to pursue a career in the prevention and

treatment of the virus, and one role I assumed was the role

of an HIV test counselor. Over three years I gained a great

deal of insight into the shared experiences of individuals

living with HIV. I have not allowed discomfort to prevent me

from addressing the needs of those around me, and as an

educator from reacting in ways that are proven to be helpful.

Sexuality education shouldn't be different. Adults should

not a11ow their moments of discomfort to trump the needs of

youth for complete and accurate information.

Sexuality education programs must be as focused as my

counselling sessions. Programs must be designed to meed the

needs of individual students, most of whom will be sexually

active before high school graduation. Students of all ages

should know abstinence as the primary method to maintain

one's sexual health, but they must be given additional tools

to equip them for later 1ife. Those tools should be

discussed in a \^tay that is age appropriate by educators with

whom students can identify and communicate openly. We must

facilitate critical thought about sexuality in terms of

keeping students healthy and ultimately alive.

Today's hearing is not about abstinence being a

prevention tool--I think we all agree it is--but rather

whether abstinence-onIy programs are deserving of Federal
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resources, and the ansü/er is no.

More individuals have this virus now than ever before in

history. Most children born with HIV no longer die, they go

into adolescence and adulthood. Wíthin and outside of

marriage, these young people must know how to prevent

transmission of HIV to their sexual partners and how to

protect themselves from further co-infection, other

infections, and unintended pregnancy.

Abstinence-on1y curricula fail to meet the needs of

individuals who are living with Hrv. They further disparage

HlV-positive youth by suggesting that they are dirty, dying,

and unfit to be Ioved.

Vühat I experienced in junior high gym class is a routine

example of the messages of abstinence-only-until-marriage

programs that children across the Country sti11 experience

today. These programs ignore the needs of lesbian, gaY,

bisexual, and trans-gender youth who are at particularly high

risk for HIV infection, and use Government dollars to condemn

them. They also compromise young \n/omen's safety by

portraying sexually active females as scarred and

untrustworthy.

From the health care perspective, it is essential that

Congressional scrutiny of these programs focus on the

consequences of abstinence-onIy's condemnation of young

people.
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HIV prevention must respond to the state of our domestic

epidemic now. I have worked with many women who contracted

HIV within marriage. A woman asking her husband to respect

her decision to abstain from sex or to use a condom is not

supported by abstinence-only's teaching that sex is an

expectation within marriage and that condoms do not work.

There is no sufficient reason why this completely preventable

infectious disease should have impacted any of our lives.

After six years of living with HIV and striving to

prevent this virus in others, I strongly believe that it is

society's responsibility to give young people all the tools

they will need to lead healthy lives. Any American infected

with HIV is a societal f ail-ure. I see no room f or

abstinence-onIy in this time of shrinking public health

budgets and increased accountability. Pl-ease end the failed

experiment of abstinence-only-until-marriage education.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Siegel follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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Mr. SARBANES. Thank you very much, Mr. Siegel.

Ms . I(rrox, please, f ive minutes .
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STATEMENT OF SHELBY KNOX

Ms. KNOX. Thank you.

Good morning distinguished members of the Committee. My

name is Shelby l(nox, and I am a 2L-year-o1d speaker and

sexual health educator. It is an honor to be here to share

my personal experience with abstinence-on1y-until-marriage

programs and to provide a youth perspective on their

appropriateness and effectiveness.

I \nras born and raised in a Southern Baptist family in .

Lubbock, Texas, a city with some of the highest rates of

sexually transmitted infection and teen pregnancy in the

Nation. At 15, in accordance with my faith, I took a

virginity pledge at my church. The same pastor who

officiated at my religious pledge ceremony also presented a

secularized abstinence-only program to students in my school-

district. Many students were already having sex and needed

information to protect their health; however, he expounded on

the ineffectiveness of condoms, explaining in graphic detail

and with even more graphic pictures the sexually transmitted

infections one could get if we trusted our health to a flimsy

piece of 1atex.

We were all too intimidated or embarrassed to ask for

clarification. but it seemed as if sex with a condom was the
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equivalent of sex !ìtithout a condom.

He also touched on the iIIs of masturbation and warned

against homosexual sex. One demonstration he used left

little doubt as to our worth as a future spouse or partner or

person if we \^/ere to engage in sexual activíty before

marriage. He pu11ed an often squirming and reluctant and

always female volunteer onto the stage, took out a toothbrush

that looked like it had been used to scrub toilets, and asked

her if she would brush her teeth with it. V'Ihen she

predictably refused, he pulled out another toothbrush, this

one pristine, in its original box, and asked her if she would

brush her teeth with that toothbrush. TVhen she answered in

the affirmative, he turned to the assembly and said, If you

have sex before marriâg€, you are a dirty toothbrush.

Many of my peers were struggling with questions, and

most were not abstaining from sex. The statistics became

alarmingly personal when the girl who sat next to me in math

class got pregnant. She told me her boyfriend had said she

couldn't get pregnant the first time she had sex. Her

growing bel1y was the result of that first and only time.

Another friend, trying to be responsible, used two

condoms at once. He had been taught that using a condom

wouldn't work, so he tried two. Only later did I find out

that using two condoms together was 1ike1y to cause both to

break.
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I believed in abstinence in a religious sense, but it

was clear that abstinence-on1y as a policy for students who

simply were not abstaining was dangerous. Even if we did

wait until marriage, w€ stiIl lacked a basic understanding of

our bodies, reproduction, and how to prevent pregnancy, as

well as a long list of sexually transmitted infections,

inctuding HIV, and the skills to have conversations about sex

and protection. I felt betrayed by the people who I trusted

to teII me the truth--my pastor, my teachers, the school

district, and the elected officials who deemed an ineffective

policy good politics if not sound science.

I got involved with a group urging the school district

to change the abstinence-on1y policy to a more comprehensive

sexuality education curriculum that would include abstinence,

as well as medically accurate information on a wide range of

human sexuality topics.

My parents, proud conservatives who encouraged my

virginity pledge, joíned me in asking the school board to

change the curriculum, because they wanted me to have

complete and accurate information about my body and

sexuality. They didn't see a conflict with encouraging me to

remain abstinence while at the same time ensuring that my

classmates and I received the tools in school to make healthy

and responsible decisions about our 1ives. They hrere in good

company--85 percent of parents believe that teens should
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receive information about abstinence as wel-1 as how to

protect themselves.

Abstinence works. Abstinence-only-until-marriage does

not. It is morally unethical to leave young people without

the information they need to protect themselves. Studies

have shown a more comprehensive approach to sex ed.ucation

that gives us a strong message about abstinence and

information about condoms and contraception do a better job

helping young people abstain than do

abstinence-on1y-unti1 -marriage programs .

So why is it that not a single Federal dollar has ever

been dedicated to a comprehensive approach while more than $1-

billion has been spent on abstinence-onty education? As a

young person with first-hand experience about the

misinformation, shame, guilt, and intolerance propagated by

these programs, I urge you to eliminate funding for

abstinence-on1y-unti1-marriage programs and to, instead,

allocate those funds to comprehensive, medically accurate sex

education that provides young people with the tools they need

to make responsible, informed decisions about their sexual

health.

Once again, it was an honor to speak to you today, and I

will be happy to answer any of your questions at the

appropriate time.

[Prepared statement of Ms. I(nox follows: ]
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Mr. SARBAI{ES. Thank you very much for the testimony,

everybody on the panel, in particular Mr. Siegel and Ms. I(nox

for relating your personal perspective on these issues.

I share the concern of a number who have already spoken

today about the failure of these programs to demonstrate

success, the abstinence-only programs, to demonstrate

success, and the fact that we plow over $1- billion now into

these programs.

One of the questions that I wanted to ask You, Dr.

Benjamin, you noted--and f have taken note of this, âs

well--that 17 States have now refused to take this funding

because of the restrictions that accompany it, and you

mentioned that that is a huge decision. I mean, States are

strapped. They need as many dollars as they can to support

their public health initiatives. I was curious if you'could

maybe expound on that a litt1e bit. What would go into a

decision at the State level to pass up that kind of funding?

what would the discussion process be inside the department?

Dr. BEN'JAIvIIN. You know, we would first of all look at

the program guidarrce and see if a particular program strapped

our hands around our other programs. That would be the first

thing we looked at. If that did, that creates a real problem

for us.

Secondly, wê have lots of programs already in p1ace, and

the question is would it create a dilemma for us to have a
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program where our citizens hlere going into Door A and getting

one kind of program, which was maybe State funded and

supported, which was more comprehensive, and then Door B,

where they could only get another particular program. That

creates logistical, ethical, and programmatic problems.

I think at the end of the day are the reporting

requirements and are the logistical problems and ethical

problems not worth taking the money, quite frankly. At least

that is what we would do at my health department. We would

have sat down and had those discussions.

V'Te would certainly also ask ourselves how can we

effectively evaluate these programs. In other words, you

know, we are always doing pilots. As you know, f am from

Maryland, so we love pilots in Maryland, at least we did. vüe

might have even tried to do a pilot program. Let's see if

they work. But then, of course, w€ would have to Ïrave

adequate funds to evaluate that program. Arrd then, of

course, if it didn't work we would stop.

Mr. SARBANES. Beyond the logistics of it, presumably

these States have made a judgment, based on the research and

the success or lack of success of these programs, that it is

not v/orth the funding.

Dr. BEN'JAIyIIN. I think
perspective, absolutely.

Mr. SARBANES. Rioht.

from a programmatic and policy
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Dr. BEN.ïAMIN. And the

suggests they may not work,

taking the do11ars.

more evidence that comes out that

the more States you will see not

Mr. SARBAI{ES. This is a question I would put to anyone

on the panel who would like to answer it, including Mr.

Siegel and Ms. Knox, and that is: I am getting the

impression that there has been a lot of testimonv that the

comprehensive sex education programs are more "tt".ti-.r", and

the debate is largely a false one because we keep hearing

people interpret the objection to abstinence-only programs as

an objection to abstinence education, when, in fact, I don't

think that is what anyone is sayíng here who opposes

abstinence-onIy. So we kind of dance around the concept, but

not landing on it four square yet, and that is this:

listening to testimony and reading the research, it strikes

me that the abstinence education actually is advanced and

reinforced when it is inside of a comprehensive program, so

that those who feel strongly about the message of

abstinence--and I echo the parents who have spoken here

today. I have a 1-7-year-old, a L[-year-o1d, and a

9-year-o1d, so all these statistics are ones that catch my

attention, and I understand what my or'.rn kids are grappling

with. But as somebody who would like them to get that

message of the benefits of abstinence, I come away from this

discussion believing strongly that if they get that message
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inside a larger program it is going to be more effective.

I invite anybody to address that. We can just go down

the line here.

Mr. WEED. I would like to respond to that, Mr. Chairman.

Looking at the evidence in terms of abstinence in the

context of the broader, there are some studies that have

produced effects in terms of initiation of sexual activity,

but those effects have been smaller for initiation than the

effects that we find in programs that are abstinence

centered, and I will use that term advisedly rather than

abstinence-only. The effects are smaller when it is in the

context than they are when it is d.one well and separately.

Mr. SARBANES. Let me get some other perspectives on

that, going down the l-ine.

Dr. SANTELLI. I guess I would firmly agree with you. I

draw the attention of the Committee to the written testimony

of Doug Kirby, who is, I think, the leading expert at

reviewing sexuality education. It is fu11y consistent with

what Dr. Fineberg was talking about, the Cochran reviews.

Those evaluations suggest that many of the comprehensive

sexuality education programs are effective when they deliver

both messages, if you wi1l, are effective at getting kids to

delay initiative.

No\rrr, on the other hand I would point out that across

these programs, even the best ones, w€ are talking about a
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delay of maybe four to six months, sometimes smaller, and

that really begs the question: what are r,r/e doing for kids

for the rest of their lives? So if we delay from 1-5 to

15-and-a-half or 17 to 17-and-a-hal-f or L8, we need to make

sure that those young people are ready.

Dr. BLYTHE. Can I have another comment?

Mr. SARBAIüES . Yes .

Dr. BLYTHE. As a physician in the fie1d, in the

trenches, one of the issues that has come up is the teaching

that we give in clinics, and even families give to their

young people, are being revoked by the education in school.

We had a clear example of this last week when a young man was

being pulled into the clinic by his Mom, L6-year-o1d, with an

obvious genital infection, and his comment to her was, But,

Mom, I was told in school they don't work. So when our

clinical messages are being revoked by the education that

they are getting in the schools, it is clearly

counterproductive to the health of these young people.

Mr. SARBANES. I have run out of time, but maybe if you

two have a brief response.

M:r. SIEGEL. It is a blatant indication of policy-makers'

distrust of youth to make responsíb1e decisions about their

sexual health, and it is not empirically supported. It has

been shown repeatedly in Federal evaluation that

comprehensive sexuality education is better at leading to
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abstinence, which should be the goal of these programs, along

with preventing HIV and other STIs and unintended pregnancy.

Mr. SARBANES. Thank you very much.

Mr. Sali?

Mr. SALI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

First of all, I have a written statement that I had

intended to give at the beginning of the meeting but wasn't

allowed the opportunity. I would ask unanimous consent that

that be added to the record.

Mr. SARBANES. Without objection.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Sali follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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Mr. SALI. As a part of this, âs tüe11, Senator Brownback

referred to a Heritage Foundation study that was released

yesterday, and I would ask unanimous consent that that be

included as part of the record of the hearing today, as wel1.

Mr. SARBANES . lVithout obj ection.

[The referenced information fol]-ows: l

********** INSERT **********
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Mr. SALI. Thank you.

Dr. Benjamin, a moment ago I was hearing some discussion

about the delay of sexual activity, and I think I heard a

number of four to six months delay. I think in your

testimony you refer to a delay from abstinence pledges by up

to 18 months, delaying the sexual activity. Am I correct,

number one, in your statement? And can you te11 me why we

are getting that disparity in the figures that we are hearing

here?

Dr. BEN,fAMIN. The ansu/er is yes, that is what we said.

Dr. SANTELLI. I mean, one has to look at programs that

are attempting and a curriculum that are attempting to change

something and a study that is following kids who then self

report. Okay? So the 18-month delay which was found by

Peter Bearman and his colleagues h/as a study where kids said

they signed up for a virginity pledge. If you intend to be

abstinent, you are more Iike1y.

I would also point out that in Dr. Bearman's own work,

that the long-term follow-up of that was that STD rates were

the same among the pledging group and among the non-pledging

group, and, in fact, there h¡as--what shall we sâ1rr a

displacement phenomenon? So word on anal sex was increased

in the pledging group. So Y€s, there is one study that shows

this long de1ay, but in terms of the outcomes that Stan was

mentioning, we are not seeing them.
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Mr. SALI. That would lead me to believe that the

information about abstinence was incomplete. Is that what

you are saying? In other words, nobody told the kids that if

they deviate from regular intercourse, heterosexual

intercourse, that that wouldn't be abstinent? Is that the

message you are telling?
Dr. BEN,JAMIN. That is correct. I think the point is

that if you don't give kids all of the information, then they

misinterpret vaginal intercourse and they totally associate

that with abstinence, and yet then they have these other

risky behaviors, which they do continue because they don't

think that is sex.

Mr. SALI. Thank you.

Dr. Weed, you had a couple slides you didn't get to. Is

there any \^ray ure could see those at this time?

Mr. WEED. I could tell you something. Put number L5 up

there. There are effective programs, there are

less-effective programs when it comes to abstinence

education. ,Tust to clarify, however, on the Bearman study,

we wouldn't call that an abstinence education program. It

was kind of a ra1ly and a pledge dea1, but it didn't fulfill

the kinds of requirements we think that effective programs

need.

I have listed them up here. First of all, an effective

program has adequate dosage. Successful programs attend to
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the critical factor of adequate dosage and deliver that

dosage on an effective schedule.

The pledge programs don't meet that criteria. There are

important mediating factors, and this goes beyond the

simplistic notion of providing information, but effectively

addressing the key predictors of adolescent sexuaf risk

behavior that are amenable to intervention, and we have

identified at least a half dozen of these important mediating

variables, and if a program doesn't address those it will

not, in all likelihood, produce an effect on sexual activity.

We have also determined that the messenger in a program

is at least as important as the message. I am thinking of

Max's example. I think he didn't have a very good messenger

in that gym teacher. Effective teachers make more of a

difference in program outcomes than do printed materials.

These teachers engage students in the learning process, gain

their respect, model their message, and believe in their

ability to impact students.

Fina11y, effective programs conduct quality program

evaluation and take seriously the lessons learned, especially

those that identify program shortcomings.

So it is a process of growth and development and

maturation, and effective programs that fol1ow even those

basic steps are within a 12-month period, af.ter a 12-month

period are reducing transition rates by 50 percent.
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Mr. SALI. Dr. V'Ieed, íf I understand you correctly, your

message here is that an effective abstinence program will

make a difference, but the program is most of what has been

passing for abstinence, that message is either not the

message, it is not delivered in the correct manner, or the

people who are delivering it are not doing a good job at it.

Is that accurate?

Mr. Ti'IEED. That is correct.

Mr. SALI. Thank you.

Mr. I/'IEED. And there are good ones, there are weak ones.

They vary.

Dr. BLYTHE. Can I iust hasten to make a comment?

Mr. SALI. Quickly.

Dr. BLYTHE. That particular study is good, but we also

have to realize that was in 7th graders, and so when the rate

of sexual experience is very low we need to look at programs

that carcy forth the message of abstinence in a realistic way

ínto the high school years in terms of as kids get older. I
just hesitate to say that this gives a good example of all

the information that kids need, obviously.

Mr. SARBAI{ES. Thank you.

Mr. Hodes?

Mr. SIEGEL. May I also respond to the personal statement

about my personal experience?

Mr. SARBAI{ES. Let me just get to Mr. Hodes, because I
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know he has to get to another hearing.

Mr. Hodes?

Mr. HODES. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman

I want to thank the panel for your testimony. We are

dealing with what strikes me as a public health crisis, and

we are doing so in a society which has an extraordinarily

uneasy relationship with the issues of sexual activity, given

what we see in the media, given the messages or:r kids 9et,

given my experience prior to coming to Congress as a family

lawyer where I saw divorce rates above 50 percent, so

marriage isn't always working the way it should.

But our Nation is facing a crisis in adolescent

reproductive health- -750,000 pregnancies among teens aged i-5

to 19 annually, nearly one in three teen girls becomes

pregnant before reaching the age of 20. Last year, as vte

have heard, the teen birth rate rose for the first time in 1-5

years, and the CDC is telling us that one in four teen girls

has a sexually transmitted dísease.

In terms of an effective response to this public health

crisis, does the impartial, peer-reviewed, scientific

evidence support abstinence-only programs as an effective

response to this crisis? Dr. Santelli?

Dr. SANTELLI. No. You would have to say no. I mean, I

think science operates by a number of mechanisms, one of

which is peer review, another of which is weight of the
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evidence, so one realizes that it is difficult to establish

cause and effect, that the program actually worked. These

are not easy things, and so scientists work together through

their professional associations, through journals, medical

and scientific journals, to establish what we understand is

the weight of the evidence. And then people like the Cochran

Group in Great Britain, people like Doug Kirby then try to

review the evidence.

The answer, from both Cochran and Dr. Kirby, is no,

these programs are not working. I know we have heard some

evidence presented today. I would take exception to some of

the specifics that I heard today. At least one of the

studies \,\¡as passing out condoms that is represented as an

abstinence-onIy study. I think that the work of Mr. Rector

and Stan's review here needs to be subjected to peer review,

and I don't think it is going to hold up.

Mr. HODES. Dr. Beniamin?

Dr. BEN,IAMIN. I think the answer is not as currently

constructed for the abstinence-only programs. May I go

further by saying that T do think that we have a crisis. I

agree wholeheartedly with you. And I believe that means that

we need to structure, fund, and fu11y support a more

comprehensive approach. I do believe those programs should

be evaluated; and then we should continue to fund those

things that work, and they need to have a very strong
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abstinence component to them.

Mr. HODES. Dr. Blythe?

Dr. BLYTHE. I think the short ans\^/er is no, obviously

both from the reviews that are being mentioned, but also from

a clinical perspective, as well as a policy perspective.

Mr. HODES. Dr. I¡'leed?

Mr. WEED. Thank you. It is true that there is a small-

amount of evidence even available on abstinence education.

There is not a lot of people that do that kind of work. Our

company probably does more than anybody in the Nation. But

if you look on balance, you look at where we are with

contraceptive programs, contraceptive education, and after

1-1-5 peer-reviewed studies they haven't been able to

demonstrate an impact on STD rates, then we are not very good

in that camp, either. So l-et's look at both, figure out what

is going to work, and be fair about how we compare them.

Dr. Fineberg mentioned that there hrere nine studies that

showed some positive outcomes. lVell, that is great, but if

they don't produce consistent condom use they are not going

to be protected, and we can't find any studies in a school or

community setting, never mind the clinic, but in a school or

community setting where consistent condom use has been

increased by contraceptive and comprehensive sex education.

Mr. HODES. Dr. Ii'Ieed, could I just dri1l down for a

moment?
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Mr. WEED. You bet.

Mr. HODES. One thing I would like to ask you. You

understand the importance and value and general accepted

standard of impartial peer review of studies, do you not?

Mr. WEED. Sure.

Mr. HODES. Has an impartial peer review journal ever

endorsed or reported your findíngs?

Mr. VüEED. Yes. The three that I put up, two of them

have been peef reviewed and the third one is in the pipeline.

Mr. HODES. Could I ask one last question, just finish

this with Dr. Fineberg?

Brief1y, Dr. Fineberg, my question: does the impartial

peer-reviewed scientific evidence support abstinence-on1y as

an effective response to our public health crisis?

Dr. FINEBERG. It does not.

Mr. HODES. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SARBANES. Mr. .fordan?

Mr. JORDAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would ask

unanimous consent that my statement and some accompanying

abstinence education material be included in the record.

Mr. SARBAIIES. Without obj ection.

IPrepared statement of Mr. .Tordan and referenced

information folIow: l
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Mr. ,JoRDAN. Thank you.

I want to thank the panel for being here, too. I have

got two fundamental questions that I want to ask, and I was

going to ask these of the Senator and I should say at the

start I kind of share the Senator's perspective on this

entire issue, but I want to get to two fundamental- questions.

Do you rea11y think the Federal Government should be

involved in this area to begin with, the same Federal

Government that can't secure the border, loses your tax

return, the same Federal Government that is going to spend

$3.1 trillion this year? Do you real1y think this is an area

that the Federal Government should be involved with to begin

with, regardless of which one it is, but particularly, in my

judgment, the comprehensive approach?

And then the second question--and you can all jump in on

both of these when I finish--the premise of all this,

particularly the comprehensive approach is--and we have heard

this discussed here all morníng long--the premise is the

culture is such young people are bombarded with all kinds of

messages, they are already engaging in some of this risky

behavior, so we need to talk about a comprehensive approach,

we need to give them the facts on how to prevent disease,

etc.

But do you ever think that by the fact we are having

educators, people in positions of authority, talk about this,
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we actually might contribute to the problem? I think,

Doctor, wê talked about effective educators versus those who

aren't. Maybe this is just a country boy from ohio talking,

but I have heard this from constituents: the more you talk

about it, the more it happens, particularly when someone in

positions of authority giving mixed messages to young people.

I want to just cite one example of that, and then I will

be happy to hear your response.

This is material our office obtained. It is calIed, Be

Proud, Be Responsible: Strategies to Empower Youth to Reduce

the Risk of HIV and AIDS. It was put together by a grant.

Are any of you familiar with this curriculum? Heads shaking.

Okay.

I took at one of the worksheets here. Talk about mixed

messages and are we maybe even contributing to some of the

figures that were given to us. This is an HfV risk continuum

worksheet, lists different things. Then ít has on the side

here red Iight, ye11ow 1ight, green light. Red Iight, don't

do; ye11ow light caution, obviously. And we are all familiar

with this green Iight, or some of us view ye11ow lights as

different than caution, but I understand.

But I will list just a couple. One says having sex with

multipte partners and not using a condom, red Iight. Two

others, though, showering together, green 1ight. So maybe

there is a green light, but think about the message that
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indirectly sends to young people. The third, doing drugs but

not sharing needles and syringes, and the correct placement

here on the side says ye11ow or green Iight.

Again, I think sometimes we get so focused on what is

happening, but we might be sending the wrong kind of message,

and. that has always been my concern with the comprehensive

approach, the mixed messages \,rle are sending out there to

people.

I would also argue that folks in west-central Ohio,

which I get the chance to represent, when you talk to them

about the Federal Government getting involved--I made a

statement yesterday to a group of folks I made a speech to,

and I said l-5 months on the job--I am just a rookie--has

confirmed what I suspected: \^/ith the exception of the

military, the Federal- Government doesn't do anything very

we1l. And nor,.r we are going to get into this whole area.

Vüith all that, fire away and tell me if I am wrong or

tell me if you agree with me.

Mr. SIEGEL. Can I respond? It is great to hear someone

from ohio speak. Ohio recently rejected the Title V funding

and applied for CDC-dash funding, so they are moving in the

direction of comprehensive from what I can teII.

Responding to your first question about Government

involvement, I definitely understand what you are saying. I

mean, if Government is a consumer they have two products to
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buy from. They can buy from the abstinence-only program or

they can buy from the comprehensive sexuality education

program.

Mr. 'JORDAI{. My point is this, though: should they be

buying from the Federal Government, or would we be better

served if they bought from the State and local government,

parents, school boards, teachers, and folks at the State

level.
Mr. STEGEL. Which I agree with. r definitely think that

local 1eve1 they need to make those decisions, which Ohio is

doing, from what I can teII.

A1so, âs far as mixed messages, I don't totally

understand that logic and never have as an educator. I mean,

I feel like if you teach students about fire extinguishers,

you are not encouraging them to start fires. I don't see

what the mixed message is and I don't think that shows up in

the research as frequently.

Mr. .IORDAIü. Most everywhere else educators set the

standard, recognizing that 1-00 percent of the students v¡on't

meet the standard, but we set the standard and that is what

we aim for. V{e don't sây, Oh, because we know some of you

aren't going to get there, here's what you should.

Everywhere else in our culture, everywhere else in 1ife,

everywhere else in education we set the high standard. This

is coming from someone that spent years in the coaching and
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teaching profession. That is what we do. Yet this area is

different.
Mr. SIEGEL. It hasn't been different, though, is the

thing.

Mr. JORDAN. I would argue it has.

Ms. KNOX. May I respond, as well? Could I say that west

Texas is a lot like Ohio. That is where I come from, west

Texas. My parents, who are no fans of Government involvement

in anything, always told me that they wanted the school to be

teaching this information because they didn't have that

information themselves. They wanted me to have complete and

accurate medical information about my sexual- health, but

neither of them had been to medical school, neither of them

had gotten information about the up-to-date information to

protect yourself, so they wanted a reliable sex education

program within the schools to be teaching me that

information. That is just coming from my perspective with my

parents.

I also wanted to add really quickly--

Mr. ,JORDAN. I want to hear from two others up there.

Ms. KNOX. I have always liked the analysis that

umbrellas don't cause rain. Young people are smart enough to

make responsible decisions, especially when they are given

the tools to interpret those complex messages that we are

receiving.
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Mr. .fORDAI\T. Let me hear from Dr. Vüeed and Dr. Santel1i.

Mr. WEED. The question I think you are asking--Iet me

get back to it--is should the Federal Government be involved

in trying to promote good health and preventive medicine. If

we could do it right, if we could do it we11, r would say

yes. So far we haven't done that. I think there are hlays

that we can structure policies and programs and funding

strategies to be more effective.

For example, in the abstinence education area I have got

some suggestions on how that money could be better spent. I

have also got Some suggestions on how we could do better with

our comprehensive sex dollars and hold them to a standard and

evaluate them the same way ü/e are doing with the abstinence

programs.

I think there is a ro1e, but it is that the

responsibility is so huge and the impact is so large it has

to be done extremely weI1, and we haven't been very good at

ir.
Mr. SARBAI{ES. Thank you.

Ms. McCollum?

Ms. MCCOLLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I was in my office, and people were kind of watching

along with me, so I didn't get all of the testimony but

a bit of it.

Dr. Blythe, if I could pu1I from the back end of your
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testimony, the Society of Adolescence Medicine summarizes its

expert review of sexuality education with the following:

"Abstinence from sexual intercourse represents a healthy

choice for teenagers. As teenagers face considerable risk to

their reproductive health from unintended pregnancies, STIs,

including infection with HIV. Remaining abstinent--" and I

am quoting from your words. I think this is wonderful.

"Remaining abstinent, ât least through high school, is

strongly supported by parents and even adolescents,

themselves. However, few Americans remain abstinent until-

marriage. Many do or cannot marry, and the most intimate

sexual intercourse and other sexual behaviors as adolescents.

Abstinence as a behavioral goal is not the same as

abstinence-only programs. Abstinence from sexual

intercourse, while theoretically is fu11y protective, often

fails to provide against pregnancy, disease, and actual

practice because abstinence is not maintained. " ïn other

words, it is having all the information available to you.

vüe talked to the earlier pane1. There is a continuum of

sex education. I mean, parents with different skill sets

feel more comfortable talking to their children. We just

heard Ms. i(nox say her parents liked having accurate,

scientific information made available to their daughter.

I would like you to address why it is so important that

age-appropriate, parent-involved--and r think school boards
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need to involve the parents when they do this--why this is so

important to a whole child's health, because pediatrics

doesn't end when they are 10, t2, 13, or 1-4.

And then to the two women on the panel, I am kind of

concerned about some of the things that have been said both

in testimony and by some of my colleagues up here. one in

fourteen (sic) girls having sexually transmitted diseases.

Well you know, foIks, it just isn't the girls that have the

sexually transmitted diseases. You know, checking out who my

son was going out with or who my daughter is going out with,

urith the implication one gender is more temptuous or

whatever. I hope we can leave those stereotlpes behind,

because the stereotlpes are also in some of the

abstinence-on1y, such as the man's role is to protect the

woman, or that \Àromen need f inancial support. Women, we need

to protect ourselves and we need to support ourselves.

Doctor, would you please?

Dr. BLYTHE. Well, obviously the statement stands, as we

believe. I think a couple comments. Abstinence is part of

comprehensive sexuality education, and we have heard several

comments this morning about parents want abstinence for their

children, and that is correct, but in all the surveys that we

have available--and the most recent one actually just came

out of Minnesota--is that 89 percent of parents of

school-aged children want their young people to have
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comprehensive, age-appropriate sexuality education, with

abstinence as a center stage, but also giving them the tools

to deal with the complexities of life that they are faced

with on a day-to-day basis.

So in young people, meaning in the middle school âgê,

strong messages of abstinence often work. But as they get

older and they become more cognitively complex, then they

need more answers than just this or that, so we need to be

able to give them the tools to deal with the different

issues, the different situations that come up on a day-by-day

basis as they get oIder.

Ms. MCCOLLUM. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Ms. McCollum.

Ms. Foxx?

Ms. FOXX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

There is so much to try to get on the record in so

litt1e time. I want to ask the panel a question. Mr. Hodes

a few minutes ago made the comment that 50 percent of

marriages end in divorce. How many of you have heard that

before and think that it is the commonly accepted fact in our

Country? V,lould you hold up your hand? ,fust hold up your

hand if you believe that.

Mr. WEED. That was 50 percent of what?

Ms. FOXX. That 50 percent of marriages end in divorce.
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How many of you have heard that comment over and over in our

Country and believe it? You believe it, hold up your hand.

[Show of hands.]

Ms. FOXX. All right. VüeI1, let me teII You, in 1987

pollster Lew Harris has written, "The idea that half of

American marriages are doomed is one of the most specious

pieces of statistical nonsense ever perpetuated in modern

tímes. It all began when the Census Bureau noted that during

one year there were 2.4 million marriages and l-.2 mil'lion

divorces. Someone did the math without calculating the 54

million marriages already in existence, and presto, a

ridiculous but quotable statistic was born. " Harris

concludes, "On1y one out of eight marriages will end in

divorce. In any single year, only about 2 percent of

existing marriages will break up. " task order my point on

that is to support what Mark Twain said: figures often

beguile me, particularly when I have the arranging of them

myself, in which case the remark attributed to Desraili would

often apply with justice and force. There are three kinds of

lies: lies, damn lies, and statistics. Both of those things

I think sort of the framework for what we have been listening

to this morning.

I want to also make a comment about what Ms. I(nox said

in her comments: "So why is it that there is not, a single

Federal do11ar dedicated to a comprehensive approach, while
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more than $1- billion has been spent on

abstinence-only-until-marriage?" This from someone who sat

through all of the testimony this morning on the fact that

seven times more money is going into comprehensive programs

than abstinence programs.

I have one other question I would like to ask You, and I

just want a yes or no ans\^/er f rom each member of the paneI.

I will start on that end.

If, provided evidence of abstinence education programs

are as or more effective than comprehensive sex education,

would you support optional Federal funding for such programs?

I just want a yes or no.

DT. SANTELLI. NO.

Ms. FOXX. Next þerson.

Dr. BEN,JAMIN. No.

DT. BLYTHE. NO.

Mr. V'IEED. Yes.

Dr. FINEBERG. Yes.

Mr. SIEGEL. No.

Ms. KNOX. No.

Ms. FOXX. Okay. Thank you very much. The record will

show how each person answered.

To me I think this shows the situation that we are

dealing with here. I also find it very interesting that the

word scientific has been used a lot. Do we have scientific
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studies that prove the abstinence issue? Í'IeIl, I would like

to say to you that there is no more scientific fact than that

abstinence is the only sure way to avoid pregnancy and

sexually transmitted diseases. I don't know how anybody

could argue that that is the scientific fact. Yet, people

keep saying we need scientific evidence that these programs

are working, and we don't have the scientific evidence that

they are working.

I want to te11 you I come from a background of being a

social scientists, so I know a little bit about how these

things can be used.

I have one more question. Dr. Weed, you stated about

goa1s, intensity, content, all of those things vary across

all t14ges of sex education programs. Do we have any kind of

evidence as to the effectiveness of the programs? And, Dr.

Fineberg, you can anshler this, too, but, DY. V'Ieed, would you

answer it? I believe you have a study that shows that; is

that correct?

Mr. WEED. I am trying to sort the question out. The

studies that we have done, íf the program is designed we11,

implemented weIl, has the right kind of teachers, focuses on

the right kind of issues, and is not narrowly defined and

prescribed as an abstinence-only, which I think is a terrible

misnomer, if it is done welI, if it is done right we see

impact. However, programs that are fairly nehl, fresh out of
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the bl-ock, they are trying to figure it out, it sometimes

takes them about three years to work out the kinks and get on

a track where they have an impact.

Ms. FOXX. Thank you.

Dr. Fineberg, would you like to say anything?

Dr. FINEBERG. Again, the most rigorous comparisons with

very strict methodologic requirements to look at the studies

find that the more comprehensive and inclusive programs do

have approximately two-thirds of the time in those studies

some positive effects. That was 23 of 39 studies.

Of the studies that were looked at, the 13 that were

more narrowly framed as abstinence-on1y, they found in none

of those cases that there r/üere positive behavioral ef f ects.

That was in, again, applying this very strict, rigorous,

methodologic screen for studies aimed at preventing infection

of HIV and sexually transmitted infections.

Ms . FOXX. lVho did that study?

Dr. FINEBERG. These are studies by the Cochran

Collaboration, the lead author is Underhill. I did include

the citations in my written testimony.

Ms. FOXX. Mr. Chaírman, I have just one other comment to

make.

Vle have thrown again a 1ot of statistics around here,

and much has been made about the fact that 1-7 States are not

taking the funding, but 1et me point out 33 is more than L7.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman I/üAX}4ÃN. IPresiding] . Mr. Yarmuth?

Mr. YARMUTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. f thank all the

witnesses.

Doctor ütreed, you showed us some studies that indicated

that in--I guess you call them abstinence-centered programs?

Mr. WEED. Abstinence-centered would be the preferred

term.

Mr. YARMUTH. --succeeded in reducing the rate of

initiation of sex by 40 something percent, which I think

people would say that is a benefit. That would be

successful. But in the most optimum case, the rate of those

who, if I read the chart correctly, who did initiate sex in

spite of that was still around i-0 percent. That was the best

performance. So my question is, While we may say that the

program r,'ras successful in one respect, was it a failure wíth

regard to the 10 percent or more, and, in fact, did we not do

them a disservice and maybe even put them at risk because we

didn't give them other information?

Mr. hIEED. I think that is a good question, because--by

the way, it applies broadly. If we want to apply that

standard of success, wê say yes, w€ had a 10 percent failure,

whereas in terms of consistent condom use r,./e have 100 percent

failure. So let's kind of balance it and look at both sides.

Mr. YARMUTH. I get that, but would not the real
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follow-up to that be: did you do any damage by including

comprehensive? Did you make it worse for anyone by including

comprehensive sex education, because, âS I understand all the

rest of the studies, there real-ly isn't any evidence that

comprehensive sex education increases the rate of sexual

activity.
Mr. T{EED. Vüe can apply one standard that says it doesn't

increase the rate, and \^/e can apply the other standard that

says it fails 10 percent of the time. Those are two

different standards. I am just asking for using the same

standards when we do the comparison.

Mr. YARMUTH. All right. Let me ask Mr. Siegel and Ms.

Knox, because they both alluded to things that have intrigued

rTr€, and I only focus on you because you are the youngest

among us.

Is sex education, whether it is abstinence-only or

comprehensive or anything else they learn in school the only

thing kids learn about sex?

Mr. SIEGEL. AbsolutelY not.

Mr. YARMUTH. So what you may learn in abstinence-onIy

education or in comprehensive sex education actually is

considered, and it is input that is taken against a backdrop

of a Iot of different input about sex, including peers,

information from your peers, including media, all sorts of

things.
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Ms. KNOX. Yes, I would agree, although 1et me point out

quickly that I have undergone both abstinence-on1y and

comprehensive sex education. OnIy comprehensive sex

education gave me the tools, gave me the information to go

out and interpret the other messages that I was getting from

the media, from my peers, other things that I was hearing.

Mr. YARMUTH. So if you are getting information, let's

say you are getting abstinence-on1y education in school or

abstinence-centered education, there is a real danger that it

is going to run up against a lot of different contrary input

that you are getting from your friends. I mean, you may be

talking to your friends who are having sex every weekend,

unprotected, protected, but you are getting different

information from them than you are getting in school. My

question would be: how does that make you feel about the

rest of your education? Does it undermine the credibility of

what you are getting in other areas?

Ms. KNOX. ït would be the same to me as if Ï went into

math class and my teacher said two plus two is five. I mean,

that doesn't jive with anything that I have ever heard out

there in the world. That is what abstinence-on1y education

was to me. It was not in reality as to what was happening in

my live and in the lives of other people in my community-

Mr. SIEGEL. May I also add abstinence-onIy education

teaches stigma. If you can't get married, how is abstinence
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ever going to help you? That is reinforced by the rest of

society as a young person when you go out there, and it

doesn't serve the needs of young people living with HIV,

because they will need to know how to use condoms even if

they get married. So once again it is neglected. It is

neglected in greater culture and it is neglected in the

classroom.

Mr. YARMUTH. I am not sure exactly how this relates, but

I know it rèlates in some way. I was a journalist before I

entered politics, and the paper that I worked with did a

story several years ago about oral sex among 12-and

L3-year-olds, and we sent actually teenage reporters out into

the community and talked to them. The response that we got

or our reporLers got most frequently was they didn't consider

that sex. This was just fun and games. It was no different

than hugging.

So I wonder whether, when we talk about educating some

of these programs starting in 7th grade, whether even that is

early enough, whether the horse is out of the barn on this

issue even by that time.

Dr. Weed?

Mr. IVEED. We found, of course, lots of variety. There

are some places where 7th grade could be too late and other

places where it wouldn't be. I think that the good programs

realty do take into account the cultural context in which
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they are being delivered, and the program that might work

well in an inner city, high-minority, high-risk population,

lots of broken families, might be a different kind of

strategy than the one you would do in middle America where it

is pretty calm and peaceful.

Mr. YARMUTH. My time is up. Thank Yoü, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Yarmuth.

Mr. Burton?

Mr. BURTON. Dr. Fineberg, you talked about these

studies. Have they ever included in these studies that you

are referring to the Peers program in Indiana?

Dr. FINEBERG. Not to my knowledge, Mr. Burton. The

studies that I talked to were premised on peer-reviewed,

published studies that were randomized or quasi-randomized,

and so these other experiences would not have been incl-uded.

Mr. BURTON. Gotcha. I understand. But you are not

familiar Ì,ûith the Peers program in Indiana?

Dr. FINEBERG. I am not.

Mr. BURTON. The Peers program vtas started in 1994 by St.

Vincent's Hospital in Indiana, and it is an abstinence

program. I have been watching on television and listening to

the debate on this issue. I just want to read you a 1ittle

bit about this partícu1ar program that has been in effect

since 1,994.

"Does abstinence education really work?" This is one
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of their brochures. "Compared to non-participants, the

Peers project participants \^/ere four times more IikeIy to

have remained virgins. Seventy percent of peers program

participants reported that they have remained committed to

abstaining from sexual activity at the conclusion of a

three-year, independent evaluation. "
Then the brochures go into some other details about it.

Since 1994 nearly 15, OOO peer mentors--they use students that

they train, come in and work with them at St.

Vincent's--15,OOO peer mentors have taught the Peer Educating

Peers curriculum to l-50,000 program participants throughout

Indiana. Organizations and other States have replicated tþe

Peers model.

The result in my Congressional District--they sent this

to me--was in Miami County there was, for 1-5-to L7-year-oIds

between 2OOO and 2OO5 there was a decrease in teen birth

rates and sexually transmitted diseases by 34 percent- Tn

lrlabash County the decrease for that age group was 28 percent.

So it has been very beneficial.

It was students talking to students after they had been

mad.e aware and trained in the Peers program. So abstinence

programs do work. I know you can go across the Country and

do these national studies and come up with these statistics,

like my colleague was talking about, which make it sound like

it is a waste of money to train and create abstinence
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programs, but this is a fact in Indiana. This is my

Congressional District. It does work. I think that funding

these programs does create some real positive results.

I know some of my colleagues say vüe ought to just have a

complete sex education program, we don't need abstinence

training, but it does work, and it is helping in Indiana, and

I thínk it is something that we ought to continue to fund-

Dr. Weed, you are moving around there. Did you have

anything you would like to comment on that?

Mr. WEED. Well, a point that I think is relevant is that

we have heard discussion about embedding abstinence and

comprehensive sex education together, and that that may be

more effective. But I think I have heard agreement, which I

am encouraged by, that abstinence ought to be the central

message and the major emphasis

ff you look, however, at the programs that claim to be

abstinence-p1us, the ratio of a contraceptive and condom

education to abstinence education is about 9-to-1, so it is

really not the major emphasis, it is kind of an afterthought.

It is kind of stuck in there to meet, I think in some cases,

the political correctness of yês, weII, w€ teach abstinence.

If you look at the reality of the ratio, however, of

what gets the most attention, that is not what is happening-

Ms. KNOX. Could I respond quickly, as well?

Congresswoman Foxx was talking about the statistics \^7e use
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and the studies that we use. The study that Mr. Weed is

referencing I believe was a study that looked at how many

times the word abstinence was mentioned on a page of

comprehensive sex education curricula. Now, that is just the

word abstinence. That is how they got that statistic.

When the Federal Government does their abstinence PSAs,

public service announcements, they don't use the word

abstinence. They use wait for sex until marriage. So I

think that we have to re-look at the studies that we are

using, and I just want to point that out there to correct the

Congressional record.

Mr. BURTON. I think this has been a very interesting

hearing. You know, when you represent 700,000 people, like

we do, and you see some positive results in a program in your

District, and it is irrefutable as far as the statistics are

concerned in my District, it sounds like to me, ãL least in

my District, and I think across the Country, as weIl, but at

least in my District abstinence programs specifically

designed for that do work. They have reduced by 34 and 28

percent the pregnancy rates and the rates of communicable

diseases. I think that is something that we should continue

to support.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman WA)OyIAN. Thank yoü, Mr. Burton.

I am going to take my time.
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My view is that if the 1oca1 area wants to try something

that they think is best, 1et them spend their money on it;

but if we are going to use Federal dolIars, I want to be sure

those Federal dollars are being used for a program that works

and is successful. If we have had studies showing they are

not successful, as ttle have with the abstinence-on1y programs,

then I think we ought to let the locaI governments decide

whether they are going to pay for it.

Dr. Weed, there is one thing I wanted to ask you about.

In explainíng the evidence for some or these abstinence-only

programs, you referred to them in your testimony as

abstinence-centered programs. One of the studies has an

abstract that states, "The intervention is not an

abstinence-until-marriage intervention. The target behavior

is abstaining from sexual activity until- later in life when

the adolescent is more prepared to handle the consequences. "

lrÏould a program that is not focused on abstinence until

marriage qualify for Federal funding under the State-or

community-based abstinence-on1y programs?

Mr. WEED. Would it qualify for funding if it did not

target abstinence until marriage?

Chairman V'IAXMAN. Yes.

Mr. VüEED. V{ell , of sourse, you know how the A3H

guidelines are written, but I think one of the things that

helps us in this area is that young people who are fairly
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concrete- -

Chairman WA)ruÄN. I am asking a very specific question,

because my understanding is the answer would be no, that

teaching abstinence until marriage is the sole and mandatory

purpose of these programs. This illustrates some of the

concerns I have \^rith the current policy. It isn't just for a

committed relationship or later in life, âs valuable as I

think that might be in and of itself. There are programs

that appear to have real success, but they are being excluded

from Federal funding because they don't meet this strict

ideological test. It has to be until marriage, itself.

Mr. WEED. V'IeI1, I guess I don't see that these other

programs are being excluded because 68 percent of our school

systems are using comprehensive and contraceptive education,

as compared to 25 percent who get abstinence education, so I

think it is probably a misunderstanding to think that

abstinence-centered education is displacing and replacing all

this other stuff. I think it is still there. Kids can--

Chairman WAXMAN. It is certainly stiIl there, but it is

being funded at the loca1 leveI, while these abstinence

programs are being funded exclusively at the Federal leve1

with over $1 bi11ion.

Dr. Santelli, did you want to comment?

Dr. SANTELLI. Yes. I think Stan is absolutely wrong on

that. I mean, the research we did, which was based again on
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national data between 1995 and 2002, showed that virtually

every 15-to 19-year-oId young woman in this society and the

young men as well are getting abstínence education. They are

getting it. V{hat we found, though, \^Ias education about

contraception declined sharply, so many fewer. So almost 1-00

percent of young people are getting abstinence education. It

may not be abstinence-onIy. V'Ie don't know whether it is

abstinence-on1y, but they are getting the abstinence message,

but only two-thirds are getting the message about

contraception, and that is going down.

Chairman WAXMAN. I appreciate that point.

Now, you were asked, all of you, a few minutes ago by

Ms. Foxx to give a yes or no answer only to a more

complicated question of whether you would support

abstinence-onIy if evidence became available that it was

successful, and you had to say yes or no. A number of you

said no and you didn't have a chance to explain, but I

presume that you would have said because it is not public

health information, it is not the ful1 story.

Dr. Blythe, is that accurate?

Dr. BLYTHE. I totally agree. It was, T felt, like a

trick questíon almost. I think that none of us at this table

deny the importance of abstinence as a major part of the

message, but it is, again, including all that other

information that will help young people develop healthy
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sexual lives.

Chairman WA)ruÄN. Thanks. I presume that was

also--without responding, because I have very limited time

already to go to other questions.

One of the major concerns of opponents of comprehensive

sex education is that teaching teens about condoms and other

contraceptives will encourage them to have sex. The

suggestion is that teaching about contraception will delude

or confuse an abstinence message.

Dr. Benjamin, is there any scientific evidence that

comprehensive sex education encourages sexual activity?

Dr. BEN'JAMIN. The ans\¡/er is to the contrary, that it

does not.

Chairman VüA)ffÄN. Dr. V'Ieed, do you think it encourages

sexual activity to talk about more comprehensive approach

than just the abstinence-on1Y?

Mr. WEED. I haven't seen evidence that addresses that

directly. We are currently doing a study where both messages

are combined in the classroom. It is very early, but the

evidence looks like that the impact of the program gets

minimized when the combination is in place.

Chairman V'IA)ruAN. Okay. V'Iell, 1et me ask the tr¡'Io young

people, She1by and Max. In your experiences now as young

adults who speak with young people, what is your

understanding? Does comprehensive sex education cause teens
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to have sex, or is this kínd of education effective in

encouraging teens to delay sexual activity?

Ms. KNOX. I would say once again umbrellas don't cause

rain. Young people are smart enough to make responsible

decisions when they are given all the information. Myself,

the young people that I talk to, we actually are encouraged

to make more responsible decisions when we understand about

contraception, when we understand about using condoms, when

we are not confused, when we don't have misinformation, then

we are more likely to make responsible decisions.

Chairman üIAXIúIÄN. Thank you very much.

Mr. SIEGEL. I would assert that when we are being told

that condoms and contraceptions do not work we are less

likeIy to use them if we do choose to go about that path.

Chairman WAXI4ÄN. Thanks .

Mr. Shays?

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry I was

ar^ray. I was speaking on the floor of the House and then I

was meeting with a mother whose daughter was raped alleged1y

by a Marine and then killed. I was meeting with that family,

with her, talking about that issue.

I know Mr. Burton has one quick thing he wants to say

and I will yield to him for that purpose.

Mr. BURTON. Real briefly, I think one of the reasons the

Peer program in Indiana has been successful is they are
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training students to work with students, and peer to peer I

think really has a tremendous impact on the attitudes of

these young people. I think that is why these statistics

show some dramatic results.

I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. SHAYS. What I am struck with is that young people

learn from TV, the movies, the books they read, the magazines

they read, they learn from the Internet, they learn things

from their peers. I think that there is a natural interest

on the part of young people to know about things about sex.

They are going to learn it. The question is: are they only

learning part of it, and what part are they learning?

Dr. Iatreed, where I have my problem is that you would

object to them having the armor they need in the daily battle

of 1ife. You want to tell them one way, one kind of armor,

but you don't want to protect them, it seems to me, in all

the other ways.

Would you agree that some young people are going to not

practice abstinence?

Mr. VüEED. Yes. Some will not, and I would say.that the

armor is great, but if it is flawed armor we don't give them

the kind of help you need.

Mr. SHAYS. You te1I them it is flawed, but you telI them

risks and you tell them i-nformation, so what you are doing is

basical-ly saying if you are going to abstain you are going to
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be protected, but if you do anything else you are on your

own. It seems to me that that borders on cruelty, and the

young man to your left dealing with HIV is one of the

outcomes. That is tragic.

I just don't get it. I don't understand why it has to

be only. Why only? Tell me why only?

Mr. V'IEED. I think that maybe you weren't here when I

mentioned this. I think that is a poor definitíon of

abstinence education programs.

Mr. SHAYS. It is an accurate one.

Mr. WEED. No, it is not. Abstinence-centered is a very

different picture than abstinence-only.

Mr. SHAYS. Let me just say why. You can't rest on the

laurels of saying the States do it and someone else will tell

you the rest of the story. The reason why my State chooses

not to be part of it is they think it is going to ultimately

result in young people being deprived of knowledge that could

save their lives.

Mr. VüEED. We do have a premise, sir, that if we gíve

kids more and better information they are going to be better

decision-makers. The recent research in the last five to ten

years on the adolescent brain makes us rethink that

conventional wisdom. It is a whole different kind of picture
t

that is happening with young people.

Mr. SHAYS. Isn't it an interestíng concept. Rea1ly what
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you are saying is abstinence-on1y works better if they don't

know all the information, so r,'¡e are going to deprive them.

But you know what? Some of them are going to then try to

find it on their own and it is going to be incomplete

information, it is going to be from the wrong places. It

seems to me it would be better that they get the right

information from the right p1ace.

Mr. WEED. That is part of the misunderstanding, that

abstinence-only, as we use that label, assumes that they

don't learn anything else. The fact is they do.

Mr. SHAYS. Yes, but they learn it from the wrong places.

Mr. WEED. I am saying within an abstinence program, a

good abstinence program ísn't that narro\^I kind of def inition

that you--

Mr. SHAYS. Is there anyone on the panel that would

disagree with that? And tell me why? Do you agree that Dr.

lüeed is correct when he says that they are going to learn all

that they need to know--

Mr. WEED. I didn't say all. I said that it is not

narroh¡ the way you have defined it.

Mr. SHAYS. WeIl, if they are not going to learn all they

need to know, then your comment to me is disingenuous.

Mr. VüEED. I don't think they are going to learn all they

need to know in any program, including a comprehensive sex

education program. And, as we have seen, as I have shared
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\^/ith you, r¡.re don't have any program yet that has shown a

reduction in STD rates that is a comprehensive education

program.

Mr. SHAYS. We1l, even if that were true--

Mr. !{EED. And it is. Yes.

Mr. SHAYS. Even if it were true, I would say to you that

at least \^re gave them the information. So if Mr. Siegel

decides to do something and he takes risk, ât least he did it

with the knowledge that he was taking the risk and that he

wasn't ignorant of it.

Mr. WEED. And T think good abstinence programs do that

Mr. SHAYS. V'Iell, all that I have read about it would

totally refute that.

Mr. WEED. You know, I have been there in them. I have

watched them. I have observed them. I have interviewed

thousands of kids. It is not this narrohl kind of--

Mr. SHAYS. Could I just make one more point.

Mr. WEED.--perspective that \^Ie are hearing here.

Mr. SHAYS. If you are telling me that an abstinence-onIy

program is compromised by telling them about other ways to

deal vüith the issue of sex and not having a pregnancy and not

having an illness, if you are telling me that that then

encourages them to do it, you have this conflict, because you

are tetling me on one hand that that weakens the program, and

then you are telling me the program does it.
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Mr. IVEED. I am saying that you can do both if you do it

right and if you do it weIl. But most of the time' as we

have seen in a 1ot of these programs that are nov¡ on the CDC

website as being effective and proven, the information that

is in both programs I think is going to be harmful to kids,

not helpfuI.
Mr. SHAYS. Thank You.

Chairman WAXI4AN. The gentleman's time has expired-

Mr. Souder?

Mr. SOUDER. Thank You.

Mr. Siegel and Ms. Knox, !üere the programs at your

school funded by the Federal Government?

Ms. KNOX. Yes

Mr. SIEGEL. I believe so. I am not certain.

Ms. KNOX. I believe so.

Mr . SOUDER. V,Ihat years were they?

Mr. SIEGEL. SorrY?

Mr. SOUDER. What year were you in the program?

Mr. SIEGEL. What year r,rtas I in the program? It must

have been 12 years ago. I believe--

Mr. SOUDER. There was not abstinence education--

Ms. KNOX. I was in the program from 2001- to 2004, so it

was within the funding

Mr. SOUDER. And you are sure that your school--

Ms. KNOX. I cannot say absolutely sure, but I can get
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the information to find out.

Mr. SOUDER. And we would like that for the record,

because a description that you had of your program, that a

church came in, did an independent program, is not likeIy a

Federal program.

Ms. IOüOX. Can I just make the clarification? That was a

secular program. It was done by a 1ocal pastor. He was

operating within a secular capacity vrithin the school. That

was made sure of by the school district.

Mr. SOUDER. Because most 1ike1y that your two

programs--you have both been very articulate, very

passionate--but are mostly irrelevant to this debate,

because, in fact, what you are advocating is what everybody

on the Republican and Democratic side said is that these

should be State and local decisions, and abstinence education

programs coming out of T¡'Iashington, abstinence-centered, which

I agree with or. I,rleed, have to meet certain criteria. They

go through certain bid process, and they generally aren't

random at a local level. Most likely you are dealing with

something that, were it done out of the Federal Government,

you wouldn't have had the experiences that you had at your

school.

In response to Mr. Jordan, one of the questions, if we

are going to get into this, how much do we decentralize and

wind up with all sorts of variations, or how much do we
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centralize. This is an interesting debate back and forth,

but for the most part your experiences, if they were Federal

funded, none of us would have ever supported, and that really

weren't relevant.

Further, you had a major factual error, Ms. Iffrox, and

Chairman Waxman and I have been going around this. It is

incorrect to say that the Federal Government funds no

programs. The Federal Government plans--a statement that Dr.

Weed made and was debated--l-2 times as much money goes into

family planning. Not all of that goes into schools. I use

the figure 2-Lo-1- into the schools. Tn addition, I know from

my ohrn home town that displacement of other funds go--for

example, in safe and drug-free schools--if you get your money

for drug-free schools from other programs, that you can then

use the money for other health programs, which then they use

for a comprehensive sex education and health care program in

the schools with direct Government funding, because under our

Education Committee ru1es, if you cover one category then it

becomes fungible funding for the school

It is absolutely false to assert that no Federal money

is in. The only question is whether it is twice as much in

the so-called comprehensive or twelve times as much, but

clearly far more is spent of Federal dollars in this

category, and it is important that the record shows that.

vüe are going to try to sort out exactly how that funding
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goes, but that is just not true.

Ms. KNOX. Can I ask you for a minute to respond, as

well, about the--

Mr. SOUDER. There is not rea11y a response to that.

And let me say one thing else, Mr. Chairman. V'Ie have

six witnesses on the majority side and one on the minority

side.

Dr. Weed, I would take you in any battle with me to do a

course with six people, but this is as stacked a panel as I

have ever experienced as a staffet ot Member in the House to

only have olfe person on one side and six.

Furthermore, this was represented as a scientific pane1.

Mr. Siegel and Ms. IGrox have been very articulate, but they

are not scientists. Out of the others, from what I can tel1,

Dr. Santelli is a scientist who has worked with it directly,

but he is ofl, as he says in his testimony, he is a senior

fetlow at the Gutkmacher Institute, very tied in with Planned

Parenthood. He clearly has a bias, just as others would have

a bias.

It isn,t clear to me, did you do field research yourself

or were you summari-zing studies, Dr-. Santelli?

Dr. SAIüTELLI. I have worked in public health for 20

years. I worked in Baltimore for five and did a 1ot of field

studies and I worked at CDC for 13 years and was involved in

a whole bunch of studies.
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Mr. SOUDER. Reclaiming my time, your charts did go to

direct questions, while I may not agree with them, may not

agree with your summary.

Dr. Fineberg clearly has summarized a group of studies,

but did you do any of those yourself? Are you a scientist

who has been out in the field and studied this issue?

Dr. FINEBERG. No.

Mr. SOUDER. And Dr. Blythe and Dr. Benjamin basically

read ideological statements on the behalf and summarized

other people's studies. But this was supposed to be a panel

of scientists who \^Iere going to show us the true science

debate that was occurring, and that has not happened today.

It was false representation.

Dr. Weed, I happen to remember you from another life of

mine three jobs ago when I was the Republican staff director

on the Children and Family Committee, and I believe in the

mid-1-980s you did a study in Baltimore on teen pregnancy; is

that correct?

Mr. Ii{EED. Yes .

Mr. SOUDER. That is how you more or less got started in

this field, by showing some of the ineffectiveness of the

teen pregnancy programs in Baltimore that was astounding and

resulted in programs being put in in Baltimore because their

teen pregnancy \^ras totally--it was 9O-some percent in some of

the schools. I went up there and met with them. You are
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actually a field researcher.

Mr. V{EED. Yes. All my work has been on the ground. I

have interviewed thousands of kids. I have personally

evaluated over 100 programs. I have data on 500,000

teenagers in my fi1es.

Chairman VüAXMAN. The gentleman's time has expired.

The Chair wants to indicate that the witnesses who are

here were invited because either they have done the research

or they represent organizations. I don't think it is fair to

criticize them if they represent groups l-ike the

pediatricians or the OB/GYNs or the American Medical

Association or the Institute of Medicine. I also think it ís

unfair to say that they are not only unbalanced because they

represent medical organizations, but that they in some way

lack credibility because they represent--and the American

Health Association and others--because they represent these

organizations. That is why they have been invited.

Secondly, w€ have accepted every witness that has been

recommended to us from the Republican side of the aisle.

Matter of fact, w€ have never turned down a request from the

Republicans on any witness at any hearing.

Thirdly, I just think that an attack on people's views

by calling them ideological when they are scientists and they

are medical professionals is trying to turn tables by calling

them ideological when, in fact, I think that you are
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attacking them from an ideological perspective.

Do you want to say anything, since I have jumped on you?

Mr. SOUDER. I wasn't questioning the organizations. What

I was questioning is that you earlier stated this was a

scientific pane1, and I was trying to establish that you only

have two people who appear to have done scientific research;

others were summarizing or giving their personal opinions.

In fact , Dlc. V'Ieed was criticized for being ideological. I

certainly criticized a number of people here for being

ideological--making the point again that this is not realIy a

scientific debate but a heavily ideological one.

Chairman WAXMAN. Okay.

Well, w€ have the positions set out.

Dr. Sante11i, we are going to have to move on. We have

a third panel waiting. Yes?

Dr. SANTELLI. I just spent two days, because I am here

the third day missing part of the meetings. The American

Public Health Association and the Academy of Pediatrics, I

have served on committees on both of them, spend a 1ot of

time trying to review scientific evidence. I mean, they also

filter it through their clinical wisdom. Maggie is a great

example of combining the two. All the professional medical

groups in the Country are very attuned to the science and try

to reþresent the best science.

Chaírman VüAXMAN. I think that is an important statement
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to make.

I want to thank all of you very much for your

presentation to us and your willingness to answer questions

from members of the Committee. Thank you very much.

our third panel, I want to call forward charles Keckler,

who is the Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy at

Administration for Children and Families at the Department of

Health and Human Services. His department coordinates the

two largest Federal abstinence-onIy programs.

Dr. Marcia Crosse is the director for the Healthcare

Group in the U.S. Government Accountability Office. She has

been with GAO's Healthcare Group since 1996, and since then

has led a variety of assignments on public health issues.

I want to welcome you to our hearing today. Your

prepared statements will be in the record in fu1l. We would

like to ask if you would to limit your oral presentation to

five minutes.

It is the policy of this committee that all witnesses be

sworn in before they testify, although it was pointed out to

me that perhaps that didn't happen with the last paneI, but I

am not sure. But we will continue the practice with you tv/o,

if you would please rise and raise your right hand.

[Witnesses sworn. ]

Chairman WAXMAN. the record will indicate that both

witnesses answered in the affirmative.
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Mr. Keckler, r/ìIhy don't we start with you?
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STATEMENTS OF CHARLES KECKLER, ACTING DEPUTY ASSISTANT

SECRETARY FOR POLICY, ADMTNISTRATION FOR CHILDREN AND

FAMILTES, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HU}{AN SERVICES; AND

MARCIA CROSSE, PH.D., DIRECTOR, HEAIJTHCARE, U.S. GOVERNMENT

ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE

STATEMENT OF CHARLES KECKI,ER

Mr. KECKLER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,

thank you for the opportunity to discuss abstinence education

programs administered by the Department of Health and Human

Services.

The Adminístration continues to support abstinence

education programs aS one among several methods to address

the continuing problems created by adolescent sexual

activity, the result of which includes unacceptably high

rates of non-marital child-bearing and sexually transmitted

diseases among America's youth. Remarkable progress has

occurred in this area over the last 1-5 Lo 20 years.

pregnancy among 1-5-to t7-year-old girls declined over 20

percent since the early L99Os, although it remains above the

rates for other industrialized nations.

Teenage sexual activity and non-marital child-bearing
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have serious conseguences for teens, their families, their

communities, and our society. The two greatest risk factors

for teen pregnancy and transmission of STDs are age at first

onset and. number of partners. In other words, if a teen

delays the onset of sexual activity and reduces the number of

partners, they are much less likeIy to become pregnant or get

someone pregnant.

By definition, abstinence education programs aim to

address these two risk factors. Abstinence is the only 1-00

percent effective method to prevent pregnancy and sexually

transmitted diseases. Through education, mentoring, and peer

support, abstinence education helps teens delay the onset of

sexual activity and reduce the number of sexual partners thèy

have. In addition to the serious risks of disease, early

child-bearing often limits later opportunities for both the

parents and the child.ren involved, creating risks of a

fragile family structure, poverty, and welfare dependence.

HHS, abstinence education programs are part of a broader

strategy to combat teen pregnancy and STDs. Over the last

five years, the Department estimates that it has expended

billions of dollars towards this effort.

HHS funds a variety of interventions, both primary

models, which include a risk avoidance message provided

through abstinence education programsr as well as secondary

models, which include a risk reduction message. These
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interventions provide information about the risks of sexual

activity and the utays to eliminate or reduce these risks,

with the goal of altering adolescent attitude and behaviors

in ways that lead to healthier outcomes.

Other interventions can provide direct health services

to adolescents, including administering contraception and

providing information about its proper use. Beyond

abstinence education, the Department provides at least $300

million annually to administer a variety of pregnancy

prevention or STD/HIV prevention and awareness programs.

Some of these programs may include information about

abstinence or encouraging delayed sexual activity, but are

not subject to the Title V, Section 51-0 A-H definition of

abst j-nence education in the Socia1 Security Act.

Curriculum often caIled abstinence-plus or comprehensive

sex education could be supported under these funding streams.

Additionally, the Department provides hundreds of mí11ions

annually in family planning services to adolescents through a

variety of programs. Of the total Federal resources devoted

to combatting teen pregnancy and STD prevention, abstinence

education accounts for a fraction.

As a general matter, health education interventions have

a record of mixed success. I¡'Ihi1e the majority of studies

have shown a limíted impact on sexual behavior, some programs

have shown evidence for effectiveness. This became
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increasingly apparent during the 1990s, âs studies showed

certain programs had affects of delaying the age at first

intercourse and sometimes reducing the frequency of sexual

activity or the number of partners involved

The use of abstinence education curricula as such has a

shorter history of evaluation, but the results have been

similar. Some peer reviewed research has shown an effect in

delaying intercourse among program participants. Other

studies have shown some affect on partner number, even if

intercourse is not delayed.

l¡le are using the results of these studies to identify

the characteristics that distinguish effective from

ineffective implementations. There is no strong evidence for

a decline in the use of contraception as a consequence of

these programs

The Administration believes that the abstinence

education program sends the healthiest message, âs it is the

only certain way to avoid out-of-wedlock pregnancy and

sexually transmitted diseases. The great majority of

American parents agree. A 2OO7 po11 conducted by the

National Campaígn to Prevent Teen Pregnancy found that 90

percent of teens age L2 to 19 and 93 percent of adults agree

that it is important for teens to be given a strong message

that they should not have sex until they are at least out of

high school.
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The Administration appreciates the opportunity to update

the Committee on the progress we are making in this important

area of adolescent health and remains committed to providing

accurate information that effectively assists young people to

make healthy and responsible choices as they mature toward

adulthood.

I would be pleased to take any questions that you may

have.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Keckler follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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Chairman'WAXMAN. Thank you very much.

Dr. Crosse?

STATEMENT OF MARCTA CROSSE

Ms. 
.CROSSE. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I

am pleased to be here today as you examine abstinence

education programs.

My testimony is based on GAo's report on this topic that

we prepared for you and other Congressional requesters in

October, 2006, and we have updated certain information for

today's hearing. You asked that we examine efforts to assess

the scientific accuracy of materials used in abstinence

education programs and efforts to assess the effectiveness of

these programs.

I will also discuss a Pub1ic Health Service Act

requirement regarding medically accurate information about

condom effectiveness that may be relevant for abstinence

education materials.

üIe reported 18 months ago that efforts by HHS and States

to assess the scientific accuracy of materials used in

abstinence education programs have been limited. At the

time, HHS' Administration for children and Families, oT AcF,

did not review its grantees' education materials for

scientific accuracv in either the State-or the
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community-based programs, nor did it require the grantees in

either proglram to do so. Further, not all States that

received. funding from ACF had chosen to review the accuracy

of their program materials.

In contrast to ACF, HHS' Office of Population Affairs,

or OPA, had reviewed the scientific accuracy of its grantees'

proposed education materials and any inaccuracies that r¡üere

found had to be corrected before those materials were used.

The extent to which Federatly funded abstinence

education materials are inaccurate wasn't known, but both OPA

and some States reported finding inaccuracies. For example,

one State official described an instance in which abstinence

education material-s incorrectly suggested that HIV can pass

through condoms because the latex used in condoms is porous.

To address concerns about the scientific accuracy of

materials used in these programs, wê recommended in our

report that the Secretary of HHS develop procedures to help

assure the accuracy of such materials. In response to our

recommendation, ACF is eurrently implementing a process to

review the accuracy of community-based grantees' curricula

and has required those grantees to sign assurances that the

materials they propose using are accurate. HHS reported to

us that in the future State program grantees' will also have

to sign written assurances and provide ACF with descriptions

of their strategies for reviewing the accuracy of their
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programs.

We also examined efforts to assess the effectiveness of

abstinence education programs. At the time of our report, we

found that HHS, States, and researchers had made a variety of

efforts to assess effectiveness. For example, ACF analyzed

national data on adolescent birth rates and the proportion of

adolescents who report having had sexual intercourse.

Additionally, six of the ten States in our review worked with

third party evaluators to assess the effectiveness of their
programs.

However, the conclusions that can be drawn from these

efforts are limited because most of the efforts to evaluate

program effectiveness have not met certain minimum criteria,

such as random assignment of participants and sufficient

follow-up periods and sample sizes that are necessary for

such assessments to be scientifically valid.

Further, the results of some efforts that do meet such

criteria have varied. Since our report was issued, a key

HHS-funded study has been completed which found few

differences on a variety of measures of sexual activity

between youth who participated in abstinence education

programs and control group youth.

Fina11y, while conducting work for our 2006 report we

identified a lega1 matter that required the attention of HHS.

A section of the Public Health Service Act, Section 3l-7 P,
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requires certain educational materials to contain medically

accurate information about condom effectiveness. At the time

of our review, an ACS official reported that materials

prepared by abstinence education grantees were not subject to

this provision. However, we concluded that this requirement

does apply to abstinence education materials prepared and

used by Federal grant recipients, d.epending on their

substantive content. In other words, for materials that meet

the statutory criteria, HHS' grantees are required to include

information on condom effectiveness, and that information

must be medically accurate. Therefore, wê recommended that

HHS adopt measures to ensure that, where applicable,

abstinence education materials comply with this requirement.

HHS has told us that they have accepted our

recommendation. The fiscal year 2007 community-based program

announcement provides information about the applicability of

this requirement, and future State program announcements will

also include information on this requirement.

In conclusion, when we reported to you l-8 months ago on

this topic we identified several concerns and information

gaps in HHS' abstinence education programs and made

recommendations to the Department. HHS has now begun to make

changes in response to our recommendations which could

improve the accuracy of the materíals used in these programs.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. I
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would be happy to answer any questions that you or other

members of the Committee may have.

fPrepared statement of Ms. Crosse follows: ]

********** INSERT **********
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Chairman VüAXMAN. Thank you very much for your

presentation to us and the hard work that you have done at

our request.

Mr. Keckl-er, I have some questions about your

characterization of the evidence on abstinence-onIy programs.

You acknowledge that the data supports the effectiveness of

teen sex education programs in delaying sex and reducing

sexual frequency or the number of partners. You then said

that "the use of abstinence education curricula has a

shorter history of evaluation, but the results have been

similar. "
But this isn't the view of medical experts. The

American Medical Association, the American Public Health

Association, the American Acad.emy of Pediatrics have all

looked at abstinence-on1y programs and found that they are

not as effective as comprehensive sex education. V'Ihy is it

what you are telling us is so dífferent from the expert

medical bodies? You are drawing one conclusion, and they look

at the same evidence and draw a completely different

conclusion.

Mr. KECKLER. Thank you for the question, Mr. Chairman.

We11, I think that we need to be, when we say one works

better than the other, that comparison has never been do4e.

We have a study ongoing that will compare the two treatments

side by side. But some of these statements and some of the
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collections of studies which \¡/ere referred to earlier are

something else. They are accumulations of studies of, on the

one hand, studies that have been done of comprehensive sex

education over the years, and some studies that have been

done on abstinence until marriage.

Chairman vüAXlvlAN. WeII, OMB, for example, the Office of

Management and Budget at the Vühite House, does program

assessments of different Government programs caIled. part

assessments.

Mr. KECKLER. Yes.

Chairman WA)ffAN. In its assessment of the

abstinence-onIy programs, OMB gave the program a very 1ow

score of 33 out of 1-00 for program results and

accountability. The answer to, "Has the program

demonstrated adequate progress in achieving its long-term

goa1s" r,'ras smal1 extent. The ansh¡er to whether the program

achieves its annual performance goals \^Ias no, because the

programs won't even set baselines until March, 2009, so

basically we have no idea if individual programs are having

any impact on participant behavior and health. Why are we

continuing to fund programs where even OMB is saying there is

virtually no evidence of effectiveness?

Mr. KECKLER. Mr. Chairman, with regard to the OMB part

assessment, the part assessment ultimately of these programs

r^¡as ranked as adequate u¡ith the conditions that we make
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certain evaluation changes that OMB recommended. Vüe are

making those changes, which include standardized reporting

from CBA grantees on the outputs of their programs and,

starting in the upcoming year, standardized survey of

participants, which will include outcomes of the programs,

including whether or not the participants are having sexual

activity.
Chairman WA)CMAN. Let me ask Dr. Crosse about that

evaluation. Do you think the Administration is doing enough

to establish baselines and other measurement goals for these

programs so \^re can measure them and see whether they are

succeeding?

Ms. CROSSE. Well, they are currently funding some

well-designed studies, and the one study that I cited that

had been completed since our report was issued was one of the

studies that the Department funded that did meet the

standards for a scientifically valid study that was a

situation where they had random assignment.

I think some of our concerns are some of the measures

that the Department has been using are ones that cannot be

clearly linked back specifically to the program. The

national rates of pregnancy is not something where you can

say that the impact on that is specifically because of the

program, because you don't have any information about the

differences in the rates between those who have received that
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information and those who didn't.

Chairman VüAXMAN. Let me get into another question.

Mr. Keck1er, wê know some teens are going to have sex.

We can talk to them about abstinence until marriage, but

Iet's say a young people comes to you and says, I put a lot

of thought into it, but I am going to go have sex. I have

reached a point that I am going to do this. The question

comes to you, Should I use a condom? What would you say to

him or her?

Mr. KECKLER. We11, I am not sure that my personal

response to a teen in my life is germane, but I think--

Chairman T/üA)$44N. V{hat do you think somebody running a

program should say to that individual?

Mr. KECKLER. Well, I can te1l you what they will say in

the CBA programs, which is that if somebody is in need of

other services, our grantees are asked and encouraged to give

them referrals to other services. Our grantees, of course,

are bound by the A through H requirements to focus on

abstinence, but they will make referrals for other services,

and that is what they would say.

Chairman VüÐ$4AN. I find that nonsense, nonsensical. If

somebody is coming to you and asking in one of these

programs, admitting that they are going to be sexually

active--which probably means they already are sexually

active--to teII them, r am going to refer you to someone else
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will probably mean that, if they go to someone e1se, it vril1

be after they have already had enough sexual contact where

they míght have contracted HIV or some other sexually

transmitted disease. That is one of the big problems I have

with this separation. We can only talk about abstinence. üIe

can't talk about the rest of the information that is

pertinent.

I just know, if the Members will forgive me--and I will

aIlow them a litt1e extra time, âs well--I know a lot of

people have said over the years we ought to 1et States and

Iocal governments make the decision. Maybe we ought to just

have a block grant. Let the States and loca1 governments

decide if they want an abstinence-onIy program or if they

want to use the money for a broader comprehensive program.

But here we have Washington, D.C., saying, W€ know what is

best, and if you want money for sex education in the schools,

you have to use abstinence-on1y funds.

When we hear about these other programs being funded,

most of them are at the local level, and the others are

extrapolations for saying all Medicaid funding for family

planning services--they are not going to schools, they are

not going to teenagers. Their funding for Title X clinics,

weII, they are clinics. They are not in the schools. They

may have some relationship. The Indian Health Services and

some of these others, I think that is being used to say we
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have a lot more dollars going to these other programs. We1l,

they are not Federal dollars for the most part.

Is that an accurate statement, Dr. Crosse? Have you

looked at the funding mechanisms?

Ms. CROSSE. My understanding is that the only Federal

money that specifically is targeted for sex education

programs is through these programs that we focused on, these

three big programs at the Department--the State program, the

community-based program, or CBA program, and the adolescent

family life program. There may be smal1 amounts in other

areas, but the targeted areas for sex education are

abstinence-on1y ones.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you.

I have used 7.4 minutes, but I am going to yield to the

gentleman and each of the other gentleman on the panel eight

minutes so we will be fair. They don't have to use it all,

but each will get eight.

Mr. SOUDER. It won't be entírely fair because it is two

against one again.

Chairman WAXMAN. û'Ie11, I haven't used the full eight.

Mr. SOIIDER. First, let me say sometimes I get in trouble

for this, and I have complained about a number of hearings

that we have had here, including today, but I find the

chairman very fair. We have a good personal relationship. It

concerns some of my colleagues that I speak highly of him
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many times, but, in fact, he attempts to be fair. Sometimes

liberals have a tough time understanding our perspective

enough to what we consider fair or not, but I believe he is
genuine in his ability to desire to do that.

Chairman WAXMAN. Time's up.

ll,aughter. l

Mr. SOIjDER. Mr. Keckler, we have had a Iot of discussion

today about the Federal funding for sex education. I would

appreciate your getting back to the Committee with the

specifics here. You chose your words carefully. You said

that the Federal Government funds money for Planned

Parenthood, family planning, and other types of things. T¡'Ihat

hre really need here is how much of that actually goes to

schools. Dr. Crosse picked her words very carefully there,

said the dedicated stream. But, in fact, w€ all know these

programs are in the schools, have been in the programs for

many years. They are funded through the Federal Government,

through the family planning that comes through. There are

also health grants that come through that may not be in your

area, but if you could break that out. I mentioned how safe

and drug free schools because I wrote that section and

allowed it to be fungible funding, and I know that in school

districts people use it there. But we need some kind of a

read with this, because this has, in my opinion, been a false

track that we got off to. I think it is a legitimate debate
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that the Chairman said should any be specifically dedicated.

That is a fair debate.

But partly what Dr. Crosse, whose recommendation seemed

pretty reasonable, has suggested is that when we, the Federal

Government, give the funds without any guidelines, then we

get charges like came up from the two younger people here

today that clearly those wouldn't have met Federal standards

to do a program like that.

It would be very helpful if you can get us a funding

stream, not only of this much goes in family planning, but to

see if we can do a down-stream track of where that funding

breaks out. I don't know whether this is a school survey

working with the Department of Education, but I think it is

very important for us to unders.tand how these programs are

funded in the schools.

[The information follows: ]

********** CoMMITTEE INSERT **********
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Mr. KECKLER. I agree with You, Congressman, and the

problem has been that, because the other forms of

comprehensive sex education and prevention programs are

folded into, sometimes they are block granted, they are

folded in throughout the Department of Health and Human

Services in a variely of ways, and some of them are also

directed both to young adults and to adolescents in order to

get a real apples-to-apples comparison.

There is some work that needs to be done with our budget

people, but we will be happy to get you firmer estimates

along those lines.

Mr. SOUDER. Because without that it is hard for anybody

to a11ege scientific comparisons if, in fact, w€ don't even

know what Federal funding is where. I support block grants,

but I also have historically believed there should be

accountability. We have run into huge problems with the No

Child Left Behind with this, because then nobody likes the

accountability measures and we argue over the accountability

measures. But the fact is that if the Federal Government is

going to be tasked with raising the taxes and spending the

funding, w€ shouldn't dictate how a 1ocal district meets it,

but there ought to be requirements that meet basic standards

so that we know tax dollars are being spent.

If you are a Libertarian and don't want the Federal

Government to do it, that is one thing, but if the Federal
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Government is going to do it, in the day and age of the

computer reporting system it seems like this would be not

that hard to put a designation on a form for the data to come

back of did this go into school, how many dollars went to the

school, the schools to report back. I mean, they already

deal with mounds of reports, and I understand that, but if we

are going to have--how are people alleging scientific

comparisons here, because there are control-Ied programs and

non- controlled programs .

I heard data thrown out today not comparing, when they

were comparing abstinence programs, comparing it to the

universe rather than the schools around it, may have had an

alternative program, which in science wouId. have been

mandatory. What is the universe? Vühat is the comparison?

What are the control groups?

One of the most famous early studies in the 1980s was in

Minnesota, where a school that had a family planning program

said they reduced teen pregnancy. A quick check showed that

every other school in Minneapolis went down more, because

there were cultural variables and other things happening in

the community, not just that program. So you have to have

multiple control groups.

We are having this debate today sounding like the

science is in one direction when, as Dr. Crosse has pointed

out, and I think faír1y, that there should be factual
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information in any abstinence program. They shouldn't be

able to put out false information. There ought to be

accountability to it.

One other question I had that was raised by--I forget

her name, the young girl on the first panel--she said, as I

understood her to say--Shelby--it was a secular program and a

pastor came in as part of that. In these programs, are they

allowed to invite guest speakers in? And if guest speakers

come in, are they held to any accountable standards, which is

something else that ought to be looked at. Did you look at

that, Dr. Cross?

Ms. CROSSE. vùe did not look at the specifics of the

structures. And our recommendations are to the general

information that are distributed for the programs. There ís

certainly always the possibility that someone can come in and

write something up on a blackboard that would not be under

any kind of control or review.

Mr. SOIIDER. Because when we are dealing with these

social, controversial issues, often somebody will be invited

in from a local church, or somebody will be invited in from

the other side. If, in fact, it is a religious community

they will invite somebody in from Planned Parenthood to

present that. The question is: how fact-based are r^Ie going

to have this? Is there an accountability procedure? But I

would think we should at least know in the presentation of a
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grantee whether they intend to do that, because otherwise it

becomes hard. Do you know whether that is done now?

Mr. KECKLER. WeI1, there are a variety of methods. I

think Dr. Fineberg talked about the great variety of methods

that people are using, and we as a Department are going

through this process to try to identify best practices, along

with many other people in the fieId. So could somebody come

in and speak? Yes. The grantee, however, is responsible

under our current rules for ensuring medical accuracy, and

when we make a site visit there, either because we think

there are good practices there or ÌÀre have heard some problems

with the grantee, medical accuracy is looked at, as well. So

it is their assurance and their responsibilitv to maintain

medical accuracy.

Our efforts on that have been welcomed by all the

grantees. They want to be medically accurate. They

appreciate our help.

Mr. SOUDER. I need to get another factual question on

the record here. V'Ie have heard about the L7 States opting

out, 33 are in. Have you had a drop-off in application

rates?

Mr. KECKLER. The CBA grants have not shown any

particular drop-off in that program. There have been this

year fewer States applying for the State funds.

Mr. SOUDER. But there is stil1 more demand than there is
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money?

Mr. KECKLER. Oh, yes. The CBA grants are probably the

most competitive grant program that is currently making

grants in ACF. In the last three years--

Mr. SOUDER. You are saying of all the programs--

Mr. KECKLER. In ACF, all the grant programs.

Mr. SOUDER. So the demand for this is huge.

Mr. KECKLER. Right. Vle have funded between 8 and 1-4

percent of grant applications in the last three fiscal years,

so there is tremendous unmet demand.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Souder.

Mr. Shays?

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you.

I don't intend to use my ful1 eight minutes, given I

missed a good chunk of this hearing, but I want to ask you an

ethical question, both of you. I think it clearly matters if

a program is successful or not, and we determine success

based on certain outcomes. I guess the first outcome, are

young people having premarital sex or not. The outcomes

disease, pregnaacy, emotional issues, âs weI1.

But the ethical question for me is Iet's just say that

an abstinence program was equal to, in terms of outcome, âs

one that was more comprehensive. Let me even say it this

r,"ay. Let's just say an abstinence program was even better.

Don't 1¡oung people have a right to know the truth? And it
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seems to me that we are almost suggesting that if we can just

focus on abstinence-on1y and leave out the rest of the story,

because if we leave out the rest of the story they may have

more sex, so vre leave out the rest of the story.

But it seems to me that is unethical. It seems to me

maybe when you are talking to a 6th grade kid r don't know,

but it seems to me by the time a young people is a junior in

high school they just deserve to know the truth, whatever the

truth is. And you try to have impact on their young minds to

do what we as adults thinks is responsible.

The irony, I was speaking to some of my colleagues here

and asked them if they had premarital- sex. They said they

did. And when they started to talk about it, it was almost

like it was a good thing. I mean, the irony, the hypocrisy

of this is kind of interesting, too. So I am just asking you

about the ethics of denying people information. Do they not

deserve to know it? Or if they do know it, do you think they

are going to do the r^/rong thing, so they shouldn't have it?

Chairman WAXMAN. Before you ansr^Ier that question I want

to indicate for the record that the gentleman did not ask me

that question.

lLaughter. l

Mr. KECKLER. WeI1, Congressman Shays, that is a very

important question. Clearly, teens need to know the truth

about their lives and about this area. The question, though,
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is do they'need to know it all at once and in the same pIace.

The Department supports a risk avoidance message and a risk

reduction message. There is important programmatic and

practical reasons why we should have the capacity to be able

to keep those messages distinct. There is a lot of

jurisdictions and there is a lot of grantees that want to

help and want to give the risk avoidance message but they

don't want to be compelled to include with that a risk

reduction message.

So being able to delíver those separately is useful from

a programmatic context. There are hypotheses out there on

both sides of whether it is more effective to deliver a

focused, pure risk avoidance message or whether it might be

more effective some way combining it. As I have mentioned,

that direct comparison of whether it is better to put them

together or keep them separate has never fuI1y been done, but

it is important that both messages be out there and that both

messages be accurate.

Ms. CROSSE. Just for the record, GAO has no position on

this, but I will answer your question in that I think it is

important and it is ethical for students, teenagers to be

given complete information. I think it is a policy question

where they get that ínformation. I think the heart of the

ethical issue that we spoke to in our work is whether they be

given any misleading information, and that clearly we have
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taken a position would not be ethical, and certainly not that

the Federal Government would be supporting the dissemination

of the information that is not accurate to these teenaqers in

the programs.

Mr. SHAYS. I thank both of you.

Mr. SOUDER. Mr. Chairman, very briefly?

Do you favor the same policy for cigarettes, that

1ow-tar cigarettes, that we would show kids the level of

nicotine and tar in the cigarettes between the different

brands so that, since a high percentage of them smoke any\^ray,

we can give them better information on which cigarettes woul-d

be better to smoke?

Mr. SHAYS. I would do this. I would make sure they had

total knowledge, because if a young person is going to smoke,

then I want to make sure that they have a sense of the

degrees of harm they are causing themselves, so in that

answer, y€s, but I would be working overtime to have them

understand that it would be a pretty bad thing to smoke.

Chairman V{AXMAN. Does.the gentleman yietd back the

balance of his time?

Mr. SHAYS. I do yield back.

Chairman V'IAXMAN. I thank you very much. I thank the two

of your for your presentation.

v{ithout objection, hre are going to keep the record open

for an additional seven days so that Members may ask all the
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witnesses or any of the witnesses additional questions and

get a response in writing, and then others may be able to

submit additional information for the record.

Thank you very much. This hearing is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at ]-:50 p.m., the committee was adjourned.l




